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Do you have electric, cable, Internet
or security questions
that can't seem to be answered?
Well now you can simply...

Tune in the last Wednesday of each
month on MES channel 16 at 12pm.
Submit your questions through our
Paoebook/Twitter page or email us
at bhoustoneirourray ky.net
.
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MSU 8th

among public
universities
in the South

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Naomi Judd says if people are
thinking they are only coming to
see her during the headline event
of the inaugural Healthy Living
& Wellness Expo Sept. 21 in
Murray,they are going to have to
re-think that idea.
"No,it's not like that. I'm coming to watch you," said Judd,one
half of the famed country music
duo The Judds Wednesday, discussing the style she will use for
her 7 p.m. speaking engagement
in the Curris Center Ballroom.
Here is a hint ... it will not consist
Naomi Judd
of standing on a stage or behind a
podium too long.
"I'm a totally interactive person, and 1 believe in connecting
with people through their eyes, and I've found that I can see
something through looking into someone's eyes. what they feel,
what they think. So I'll be out there with them a lot."
The topic of Judd's talk will be Healthy Living and
Overcoming Obstacles in Life of which she said she has plenty
of experience.
Shortly after she and daughter Wynonna unleashed the monster
1991 hit "Love Can Build A Bridge" Naomi was diagnosed with
Hepatitis C,which was believed to have been cOntracted from an
infected needle when she worked as a nurse. However,she said
other things throughout her whole life have helped drive her to
bring the message about the need to be healthy in all aspects of
life, particularly the mind.
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Tornado warning sirens to be tested
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STAFF REPORT
The tornado warning sirens in Murray and Hazel and on the
Murray State University campus will be tested Friday at about 9
a.m. This is only a test,,and is being conducted to make sure that
the sirens are working properly.
Calloway County Emergency Management Director Bill Call
said the MSU systems would be tested first. These produce a
tone and a spoken announcement. Then city sirens will be test-
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Thursday: Mostly sunny
with a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms A
high near 90 West northwest
wind 3 to 8 mph
Thursday Night: A 30 per-
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cent chance of showers and
thunderstorms Partly cloudy,
with a low around 64. North
northwest wind 3 to 5 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 77 North northeast
wind 7 to 16 mph, with gusts
as high as 24 mph
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 52. North
northeast wind 6 to 9 mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
high near 75. Northeast wind 6
to 11 mph.
Saturday Night: Clear, with
a low around 54. East northeast wind 5 to 9 mph.
Sunday: Sunny, with a high
near 82.
Sunday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 62.
Light southeast wind.
Monday: Partly sunny.
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23rd consecutive year
to be recognized
By SHERRY McCLAIN
MSU Print Media

going to be for most people this time, too. I'm
probably just going to have to bushhog a lot of
mine down, and I've been hearing that more
people are having to do that this year than I can
ever remember.
"Yet. I think I may be looking at one of the
best corn crops I've ever had and one of the best
soybean crops I've ever had. I've also already
had one of the best hay years, too, because we
have had so much rain this year."
Justin Holland, observer for the National
Weather Service Office in Paducah, said he
recorded 6.12 inches of rain in the month of

For 23 straight years Murray
State University MSU has been
recognized by U.S.News &
World Report's Best Colleges
as one of the top schools in the
country. The 2014 rankings
have just been released and list
Murray State at eighth place
among the top public regional
universities in the South.
Murray has consistently been
the top-ranked public regional
university in Kentucky in the
Regional Universities-South
category, which contains both
private and public schools, and
is the only public Kentucky
university to make the top 25
this year.
MSU's overall scoring shows
it to be the 14th top public
regional university in the
nation.
"Once again, these wellrespected
rankings from
U.S.News & World Report
highlight the excellence and
value of an education at Murray
State University," said Dr. Tim
Miller, interim president of

•See Page 2
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JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times
Rows of tobacco hang in a barn this week along Squire Road near Murray as a field of corn
rapidly progresses toward its harvest date.

Despite tobacco woes, farmers
much prefer wetter conditions
By JOHN WRIGHT
Statf Writer
Tobacco yields in Calloway County probably
will not produce memorable results this year as
a much wetter-than-usual summer has resulted
in growing conditions that are less than ideal.
Still, with farmers also dealing with row crops
like corn and soybeans, a summer like this one
is not to be criticized.
"You will always take the rain over dry," said
Jim Kelly, who said his land in the Van Cleave
area northeast of Murray will probably lose 20
percent of its tobacco crop to disease and wind
damage from storms. "That's about how it's
••

Library Board welcomes two newest trustees
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer

favor of the nomination. Betts nominated
Henderson, who is a Certified Public
Accountant, to retain her past role as board
With the Calloway County Fiscal Court treasurer.
The board voted to make new trustee
recently approving new appointments for
the Public Library Board of Trustees, the Paula Compton the board secretary after a
board welcomed two new members at its nomination from returning trustee Ricky
monthly meeting Wednesday.
Lamkin. The other new trustee is Bryan
With former chair Nancy Mieure having Westra.
During her monthly report, Library
completed her final term on the board,
returning trustee Rhonda Henderson nomi- Director Mignon Pittman updated the board
nated fellow returning trustee Teresa Betts on the progress of floor replacement in the
to be the new chair. After the board voted in meeting room. Because of some water dam-

MURRAY HOME & AUTO chr..tnut ;A • Murray KY • 751.2571

II See Page 2

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
It will be an invasion of the
canines Saturday when Lost
But Loved Animal Rescue
hosts its fourth annual Dog
Paddle in the Pool at the
Murray-Calloway County Pool
inside
Murray-Calloway
County Central Park.
Linda Cherry. adoption and
fundraising coordinator for
Lost But Loved, said the event
is scheduled for 11 am. to 4
p.m. Admission is $5 per dog
with owners and spectators

II See Page 3

Photo submitted by Chris Estes
MORNING COLLISION: The Murray Police Department responded to a non-injury accident
Wednesday morning at the intersection of Fourth Street and Glendale Road. According to
MPD spokesman Sgt. David Howe, a Murray juvenile driving east on Glendale Road in a
2009 Pontiac G6 was stopped at the stop sign on Glendale Road at Fourth Street Howe
said Kellie Webb, 32, of Murray, was driving north on Fourth Street in a 2007 Ford Edge
when she turned left onto Glendale Road and struck the Pontiac, No other agencies
responded and no injuries were reported.

For Upcoming Projects...
Rent the Tool You Need...
Save Time, Save Money!
Your Hardware, Electrical and Plumbing
Professionals For Over 58 Years!

vs

age in the library meeting room, the board
actually had to meet in the former library
annex, otherwise known as the Higgins
House, which the board sold to Murray
Main Street last year. Pittman said CDM
Construction had pulled up the carpet and
was currently in the process'of putting the
new floor in. She said the room would hopefully be open again by next week.
Pittman also updated the board on the
progress of tearing down the carriage house

Dog Paddle in
the Pool slated
for Saturday
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From Front,

HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger 8, Times
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins right administers the oath of office to appointed and re-appointed members of the Calloway County Library Board of Trustees.
Pictured, from left, are Bryan Westra. Teresa Betts. Rhonda
Henderson, Ricky Lamkin and Paula Compton

told the board that the Calloway
From Front
Bar Association's
County
at the back of the library-owned library committee recently disproperty at 709 Olive Street. cussed possible arrangements to
She said the asbestos inspector establish local terminals providhad found some asbestos in the ing legal research avenues that
bathroom and would be coming would be accessible to the pubback for more samples to see if lic. He said that if CCPL decidit is also located in other parts of
ed it would like to host these terthe house. She said she was still
minals, the bar association
waiting to hear back from him.
pay for the monthly
In her report, Pittman also would
He added that the assoexpense.
mentioned that the library
subwould be closed Wednesday, ciation's library fund was
the
to
back
paid
being
to
ject
Sept. 18. for the fall professionnot
was
it
if
association
bar
state
al development training.
Lamkin, who is an attorney. used locally.

August. nearly four inches
above normal. That also continued a theme of a much wetterthan-usual summer in the area,
with most places as much as 19
inches above normal.
This comes a year after one of
the worst droughts in about 30
years.
"Believe it or not, we actually
could use a little rain right
now," said northern Calloway
Danny
farmer
County
Cunningham Wednesday of
how he is observing his soybean
crop could use "a good drink
right now."
"Still, though, with the tobacco, the dry weather lately has
helped. We're about halfway
through cutting out here and you
can tell that it's made the job
easier. Tobacco handles so much
better when it's drier.
"I think we're going to have a
fair crop this time. Usually, a
wet year is never a good thing
for tobacco, but we've been
lucky that we haven't had any
disease out here, where I've
heard other places have had
that."
As far as corn and soybeans,
Kelly said one only needs to
remember back to this time last
year.
"We were already done.
because it had been so dry,there
was no need waiting into the
fall,- he said. "This year, some

say with beans, particularly late
beans, you're going to have
people still out in the fields in
late October or maybe even
toward Thanksgiving."
Tripp Furches echoed Kelly's
sentiment, reporting that he has
only harvested a very small percentage of his corn so far.
However, even though things
have become significantly drier
in Calloway County the past
month or so, moisture is still
prevalent in his fields.
"The last few weeks have
helped the corn dry out a bit on
its own but the moisture is still
up a bit from usual. It's wet
enough that it's taking our drier
longer to dry it out. That's causing a bit of a bottleneck for us at
the drier," Furches said. "It is a
lot better than last year, though.
We were getting 30 or 40
bushels (per acre) last year.
With the work we've done so far
this year. we've had 140. even
150 already."
Holland said rainfall is expected to be near normal for
September.

Murray man faces meth charges •Naomi Judd; expo...
described as a "one step" type
Staff Report
Police have charged a Murray lab, was discovered in the resimanufacturing dence of George Belcher.48,of
with
man
Murray.
methamphetamine.
Belcher was charged with
During execution of a search
uring
Manufact
warrant on Diuguid Drive
Wednesday morning, Murray Methamphetamine 1st Offense.
Police Department officers dis- and Possession of Controlled
covered what appeared to be a Substance 1st Degree.
Individuals facing charges are
meth lab. MPD spokesman Sgt.
David Howe said. The lab, innocent until proven guilty.

LETTUCE EAT LOCAL.
6Ceal-da3/) 6epeemZet
7:00 a.m.- 12:00 p.m.
Downtown Court Square

'Tuesday, Sepeemet
2:30

p.m. - 6:oo p.m.

MSU Campus
(aenice road between Blackburn Science and Faculty Hall)

THIS WEEK
PALL PEARS, WHITE EGGPLANT,CRISP APPLES, VARIETY OF
BEANS,FRESH BAKED GOODS,FRUIT PIES AND MUMS

From Front
"I've been in therapy for at
least 20 years. and it's been
tremendous for me. One thing I
have learned from that, though,
is we become what we lack,and
that's been very true," she said
of how she has become the
opposite of many members of
her family. "Our family has
been so non-communicative
(she said she cannot remember
her mother and father showing
affection in front of her when
she was younger, for example).
and through therapy. I realized
that we get beliefs from our
memories and experiences as
children and sometimes those
can carry over into our adult
lives where I'm still working
out of that old mindset."
So shebecame a nurse, where
showing care for others is basically a requirement. Then she
joined her daughter in communicating thoughts and messages
through song, to the tune of 15
No. 1 hits and millions in record
sales.
Now, though. she wants to
spread the message of changing

Dada E

people have started shelling a
few acres but not much, and I'd

mindsets to the masses, again
countering what she witnessed
as a girl growing up in eastern
Kentucky.
"I'm a communicator now.
and I'm really excited about
this," she said."You are responsible for your own happiness
and, believe me.you can reverse
the curse."
Judd's appearance will comprise the second half of the
Expo. The first half starts at 9
a.m. and, will feature seminars
and vendors covering a wide
variety of health and wellness
topics.
Matt Sullivan. public relations
promotions coordinator for the
event, said a physicians roundtable period will close the first
half from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center Theater.
Daytime events are free, while
admission to Judd's'appearance
is $20.

Calloway Count Chapter

Every Donation Brings Hope

mISD photo

MHS Seniors Named
National Merit Semifinalists
By SHERRY PURDOM
MISD Public Information Officer
Will Adams and Nathan
High
Sutherland, Murray
School seniors, have been
named as a Semifinalist in the
59nd annual National Merit
Scholarship Program (NMSC).
The names of approximately
16,000 semifinalists were
announced this week by NMSC
officials. These academically
talented high school seniors
have an opportunity to continue
in the competition for some
8,000 Merit Scholarship awards,
worth more than $35 million,
that will be offered next spring.
To be considered for a Merit
Scholarship award,semifinalists
must advance to the finalist
level of the competition by fulfilling several requirements.
About 90 percent of the semifinalists are expected to attain
finalist standing, and approximately half of the finalists will
be selected as merit scholarship
winners, earning the Merit
Scholar title.
Teresa Speed. MHS principal.
is proud of Adams and
Sutherland's Semifinalist recognition."Will and Nathan join an
elite group of Kentucky's
brightest students," she said.
"They are to be commended for
this prestigious recognition."
About 1.5 million juniors in
more than 22,000 high schools
entered the 2014 National Merit
Program by taking the 2012
Preliminary SAT/National merit
Scholarship Qualifying Test
(PSAT/MNSQT), which served
as an initial screen of program
entrants. The nationwide semifinalists named in the 2012
National Merit Scholarship
Program pool of semifinalists.
which represents less than one
percent of U.S. high school seniors, includes the highest scoring entrants in each state. The
number of Semifinalists in a
state is proportional to the
state's percentage of the national total of graduating seniors.
To become a Finalist, the
Semifinalist and their high
school must submit a detailed
scholarship application, in
which they provide information
about the Semifinalist's academic record, participation in
school and community activi-

ties, demonstrated leadership
abilities, employment, and honors and awards received. A
Semifinalist must have an outacademic record
standing
throughout high school, be
endorsed and recommended by
a high school official, write an
essay, and earn SAT scores that
confirm the student's earlier
performance on the qualifying
test.
From the approximately
16.000 Semifinalists, about
15,000 are expected to advance
to the Finalist level, and in
February they will be notified of
this designation. All National
Merit Scholarship winners will
be selected from this group of
Scholar
Merit
Finalists.
designees are selected on the
basis of their skills, accomplishments, and potential for success
in rigorous college studies,
without regard to gender, race.
ethnic origin, or religious preference.
Three types of national Merit
Scholarships will be offered in
the spring of 2014. Every
Finalist will compete for one of
2.500 National Merit $2500
Scholarships that will be awarded on a state representational
basis. About 1,000 corporatesponsored Merit Scholarship
awards will be provided by
approximately 240 corporations
and business organizations for
Finalists who meet their specified criteria, such as children of
the grantor's employees/or residents of communities where
sponsor plants or offices are
located. In addition, about 200
colleges and universities are
expected to finance some 4.500
Merit
sponsored
college
Scholarship awards for Finalists
who will attend the sponsor
institution.
National Merit Scholarship
winners of 2014 will be
announced in four nationwide
news releases beginning in April
and concluding in July. These
scholarship recipients will join
more than 300,000 other distinguished young people who have
earned the Merit Scholar title.
Adams is the son of Chip and
Jill Adams of Murray. and
Sutherland is the son of Michael
and Lucia Sutherland of Murray.

II Rankings...
From Front
MSU. "The fact that Murray
State has been recognized by
U.S.News as one of its 'Best
Colleges' for 23 consecutive
years is an affirmation of the
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continued quality the university
offers its students. National
rankings such as these, year
after year, clearly demonstrate
the commitment at this university to providing an education that

Friday, September 13
Grand Opening Ribbon Cutting • 10:45Am
Lunch Served • 11:00Am - 2:00pm

707 Main Street • Hazel, KY 42049
270-492-8388

The1)

brings a top-notch. return on
investment to graduates. At
Murray State, we are proud of
the outstanding faculty, staff
and students who make these
rankings possible."
U.S.News Best Colleges
examines accredited four-year
schools in a comparison of
accepted indicators in seven key
areas — graduation and retention rates, assessment by peers,
faculty resources, student selectivity. financial resources, graduation rate performance and
alumni giving.
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Funeral services for Darla Elizabeth Pucken, 55, of Almo. Ky.,
will be hetd-at-4 p.m. Thursday. Sept 12. 2013, at Imes-Miller
Funeral Home, with Luke Puckett officiating. Burial will follow at
the Stewart Cemetery. Visitation will be from 12-4 p.m. Thursday.
Sept. 12. 2013,at the funeral home.
She died Tuesday, Sept. 10, 2013, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was born Dec. 18, 1957, in Murray.
She was preceded in death by her adopted parents,Toad and Sudie
Edwards.
She is survived by her mother, Marion Brown; a sister, Tonya
Briggs and husband, Joey, of Dexter; a niece; a nephew; a greatniece; two great-nephews; and several aunts, uncles and cousins.
Online condolences may be 'made at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Afternoon storm brings
down power line, causes
other unrelated outages
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
A late Wednesday afternoon
thunderstorm caused power outages in Murray and winds
appeared to have blown down a
power line near Airport Road.
A downpour
started in
Murray around 4:30 p.m. and
brought thunder and lightning
with it. Calloway County
Emergency
Management
Director Bill Call said that about
an hour later, a power line came
down in a bean field on West
Fork Road near Airport Road.
He said the line appeared to
have been brought down by
high winds, and while the inci-

dent did not cause a fire,the line
smoldered
and
Calloway
County Fire-Rescue responded
to the scene.
Murray
Electric. System
Manager
General
Tony
Thompson said power was out
for a while in the south central
part of town because of a breaker being struck by lightning
strike. That outage was along
South
12th Street from
Sycamore Street over to
Avenue,
Whitnell
and
Thompson said another outage
caused by a separate lightning
strike was along South 11th
Street from Poplar Street to
Sycamore Street.

Kentucky

News in Brief
Initial toll rates set for Ohio River Bridges
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Initial toll rates for the Ohio River
Bridges project have been set, with frequent commuter cars with
transponders paying $1 while tractor trailers with the-device paying $10 per crossing.
The Kentucky-Indiana Tolling Body on Wednesday approved
rates recommended by transportation officials.
The states will use all-electronic tolling. Vehicles passing
through tolling gantries will be monitored by onboard electronic
transponders that send signals to monitors and video cameras that
record license plates from overhead gantries.
Motorists who register their license plates and establish pre-paid
accounts will pay $3 for cars,$6 for medium trucks and $11 for
heavy trucks. For motorists who don't register and choose to be
invoiced rather than establish pre-paid accounts, the rates will be
$4 for cars,$7 for medium trucks and $12 for heavy trucks.

Man pleads guilty to pointing laser
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)- A Lexington man has pleaded guilty
tu pointing a laser at a police helicopter.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reports 50-year-old Steven French
entered the plea last week to two charges of wanton endangerment.
The laser hit the helicopter's cockpit three times last month
before officers on the ground determined where it was coming
from.

ed next, and their first sounding
will be a wavering siren, which
is the "alert" or "warning"
sound. That siren is followed by
a steady sound:which is the "all
clear" signal.
The sirens are sounded whenever the National Weather
Service issues a Tornado
Warning that includes the cities
of Murray or Hazel. These tests
will allow officials to more
accurately determine the proper
functioning of each siren, which
is difficult to do under actual
threat conditions. The sirens are
tested once each quarter.
If threatening severe weather
conditions happen to exist

By COLLEEN LONG
dreds of people gathered for a
and JIM FITZGERALD .
short, simple ceremony at an
Associated Press
Arlington County plaza three
NEW YORK (API - As bells miles from the Pentagon. First
tolled solemnly, Americans responders from the county
marked the 12th anniversary of were among the first on the
the Sept. II terrorist attacks on scene that day.
Wednesday with the reading of
Fire Chief James Schwartz.
the names, moments of silence who was incident commander at
and serene music that have the Pentagon after the attacks.
become tradition.
said
ceremonies
like
At a morning ceremony on the Wednesday's - which featured
2-year-old memorial plaza at the an honor guard and a moment of
site of the World Trade Center, silence- serve as a reminder of
relatives recited the names of why first responders spend so
the nearly 3.000 people who much time preparing for disasdied when hijacked jets crashed ter.
into the twin towers, the
"I've often said this has been
Pentagon and a field near the fastest 12 years of my life.
Shanksville. Pa. They also rec- But if you are a surviving famiognized the victims of the 1993 ly member, I'd imagine this has
trade center bombing.
been the longest 12 years of
In Washington, President your life, because you're waking
Barack Obama. joined by first up every day with a hole in your
lady Michelle Obama, Vice heart." Schwartz said.
President Joe Biden and wife
In New York, loved ones
Jill Biden. walked out to the milled around the memorial site,
White Houses South Lawn for a making rubbings of names, putmoment of silence at 8:46 a.m. ting flowers by the names of
- the time the first plane struck victims and sobbing, arm-inthe south tower in New York. arm. Former Gov. George
Another jetliner struck the Pataki, New Jersey Gov. Chris
Pentagon at 9:37 a.m.
Christie and others were in
"Our hearts still ache for the attendance. Continuing a decifutures snatched away. the lives sion made last year, no politithat might have been," Obama cians spoke. including Mayor
said.
Michael Bloomberg, who
A moment of silence was also watched the ceremony for his
held at the U.S. Capitol.
final time in office.
At the site in lower
Over his years as mayor and
Manhattan, friends and families chairman of the National Sept.
silently held up photos of the II Memorial St Museum,
deceased. Others wept.
Bloomberg has sometimes tan"Twelve years is like 15 min- gled with victims' relatives, reliutes," said Clyde Frazier Sr., gious leaders and others over an
whose son Clyde Frazier Jr., event steeped in symbolism and
died in the attack and whose emotion. But his administration
remains were never found. has largely succeeded at its goal
"Time stands still because you of keeping the commemoration
love your child, you love your centered on the attacks victims
son. ... Nothing changes except and their families and relatively
he's not here. It takes a toll on free of political image-making.
your body. You still look like
Douglas Hamatie, whose 31 you, but inside, you're a real
year-old cousin Robert Horohoe
wreck."
Bells tolled to mark the sec- worked for Cantor Fitzgerald
ond plane hitting the second and died on 9/11 , said the day
tower and the moments when should become a national holithe skyscrapers fell. Near the day.
Around the world, thousands
memorial plaza, police barricades were blocking access to of volunteers have pledged to do
the site, even as life around the good deeds, honoring an
World Trade Center looked like anniversary that was designated
any other morning, with work- a National Day of Service and
ers rushing to their jobs and Remembrance in 2009.
construction cranes looming
By next year's anniversary,the
over the area.
museum is expetted to be open
"As time passes and our fami- beneath
the memorial plaza
ly grows,our children remind us
While the memorial honors
of you," Angilic Casalduc said
those killed, the museum is
of her mother. Vivian Casalduc.
intended to present a broader
"We miss you."
picture
of 9/11. including the
Bill McGinly read the name of
his son, Mark Ryan McGinly, experiences of survivors and
and said he missed him every first responders.
day.
The anniversary arrived amid
changes at the Flight 93
MI %Mine!! 4se.
Memorial
National
in
Murras. KY 42071-10-10
Shanksville, where construction
Phone (270)733-1916
started Tuesday on a new visitor
Fan.(270)753-1927
center. On Wednesday, the famMon.Fri. 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
passengers
and crew
ilies of the
Closed Sal. & Sun.
aboard United Flight 93 recalled
Alice Rouse. Publisher
their loved ones as heroes for
aj.rouse4i murrayledger.com
their unselfish and quick
actions. The plane was hijacked
Greg Trasis, Editor
editor@murrayledgencom
with the likely goal of crashing
it into the White House or
Community News
communitsnevisq. murrayledgercom
Capitol, but passengers tried to
overwhelm the attackers and the
Chris Woodall,Adsertising Mgr.
plane crashed into the field. All
adsfrmurrayledger.com
aboard died.
Classifieds
"In a period of 22 minutes,our
classifiecl@murrayleclger.com
loved ones made history," said
Circulation
Gordon Felt, president of the
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Families of Flight 93, whose
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brother. Edward, was a passenrhoggessrirmurrayledger.com
ger.
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Friday morning, the test will be
postponed.
Call said the only siren that
didn't work properly last time
was the one near Riviera Courts
on the north side of town. Call
said the city repaired it shortly
after that test, which he noted
was very important because the
area is full of mobile homes,
which are particularly vulnerable to tornadoes.
Call noted that September is
National Prepareness Month, so
it is a good time for families to
make sure their homes are wellStocked for disaters and parents
have their communications
plans with their children in
order. To learn more, visit
ready.gov or fema.gov.
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95 Butterfly Drive

128 Finch Drise
BEDROOM.; BATH BRKA HOME SITTING ON 2
I ()TS AT KENTUCKY LAKE'This is a one owner home
od would make the perfed place to lise and entenam
guest espe,talls with the large hack sari Aheads set up
Is a large above ground pool with the huili around deck
and also has a full house generator us case of a power outage Only a shoo dose or walk to the community boat Berbera Rickmat
270427-2071
ramp and facilities Priced at S17991110 MI-Si 70862

711 Main

allowed to watch free of charge.
"This just gets bigger every
year. I'd say we had 120 last
year," Cherry said, adding that
this is a dogs-only activity when
it comes to the water."No people are allowed in the pool during this event and there are two
reasons for that. First, there is
no chlorine in the pool so that's
a health violation automatically
and the chlorine has been
removed so as not to harm the
dogs.
"Second, it's a safety thing,
because you can get a dog. particularly a large one, in deep
water and it can start to panic.
Those dogs are so strong that
they can push you under so it's
best to leave the people completely out."
Dogs in heat are not allowed,
as are aggressive animals.
Cherry also said dogs need to be
completely healthy to enter the
pool.
The park offers three separate
pools and all of those will be
utilized. Cherry said toy breeds
and puppies probably will want
to use the 14-16-inch pool,
while slightly larger breeds may
find three-and-a-half feet more
to their liking. Finally, there is a
large pool that does have depths
of up to 10 feet.
She also recommends owners
bring a toy - tennis balls are

UNIQUE 3 BEIJR(()M, 2 RATH HOME NEAR
LAKE WITH RUSTIC FEATURES'Gorgeous cottage style home in the lake area that sits on 2 lots
and features open and spas sous rooms with a rustic
feel The sunroom is the highlight of the home.
which features a vaulted ceiling and windows overlooking beautiful flowers and plants' This is ,s great
lake buy" Pnced at $145.000 ML...M 71171
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She also said all of the pool
have steps that will allow
dogs to gradually make entry.
"This is a nice event for us
said Tab Brockman. par
superintendent, adding th'
there seems to be great antici
tion for this year's event."
have been getting a lot of cal
from people asking, 'Well
when is the dog paddle for th
dogs? We want to come.' A I
of people are planning thei
days around this so we're looking forward to seeing how big of
a crowd we have."
This has also become the traditional closing event for pool
use. Brockman said. Labor Day
marked the last day for the facility to be open for swimming.
He did say. though, that tht
Owen Spray Park, adjacent th
the pools, will remain °per
through the end of September.
provided the air temperature
remains above 80 degrees.
"That stays in effect dail5'
from noon to 7 p.m. and it still
creating a lot of interest for us.
so we definitely want to get the
word out that, even though the
pool itself is closed, that spray
park does remain open,"
Brockman said, adding that the
pools are scheduled, to be
drained next week.

NEW CONCORD
CHURCH OF CHRIST

Gospel Meeting
September 20-22
Speaker: David Sain
Friday & Saturday at 7:00 p.m.

Sunday... Homecoming
• Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
• Morning Worship 10:00 a.M.
• Fellowship Meal 11:00 a.M.
• Evening Worship
12:30 p.m.

CM

Church
Homecoming
roma

MEXIMC

121 Artesian Dr.• New Concord,KY 42076
270-436-5635

LekER&TIMES

111 Warning sirens...
From Front

Nation pauses on 9/11
•Dog Paddle in the Pool...
most popular - to help encour
to pay tribute to victims From Front
age the animals to take the lea

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

STOCK MARKET REPORT
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Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.-15.300.96 + 109.90
+ 0.08
Air Products ....
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GloryBound to meet
GloryBound will meet Friday, Sept. 13, from
7-9 p.m. at the Goshen Family Fellowship
Center in Stella. Special musical guests will
include The Grants and The Gospel Three. For
more information contact Renee Taylor at 7538124 or Pat Lea at 227-8833.

W.O.W.chapters to meet
Woodmen of the World Kirksey Chapter 170
Hazel Chapter 138 will meet Tuesday,Sept.
and
Kara Dunn,
at 6 p.m. at the W.O.W. Hall,330 CC Lowry
17,
Community
Drive, for the annual First Responders
editor
Appreciation Dinner. Members are asked to
bring a dessert for supper. A fish supper with all the fixings and
drinks will be provided by the chapters. RSVP by Friday, Sept. 13,
to 753-4377.

Datebook

Kirksey UMC to host breakfast

Kirksey United Methodist Church will host a free community
breakfast Saturday, Sept. 14, from 8-10 a.m. at the church, 3691
Hwy. 299, Kirksey, next to the county ballpark. A traditional country breakfast will be offered, including biscuits and gravy,sausage,
eggs and bacon. The public is invited to attend. Any donations benefit area food pantries.

Mr.and Miss Hazel Pageant set

Page and Holt

Winter and Niffenegger
Karla and David Rosenstien. of St. Charles. 111., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter Nicole
Amber Winter to Eric Phillip Niffenegger. son of Joann and Phillip
Niffenegger, of Murray. Ky.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Rolling Meadows in Illinois with
a background in technology.
The groom-elect graduated from Murray High School and Loyola
University of Chicago, Ill.
A fall 2013 wedding will take place in Chicago. Illinois.

Gary and Carolyn Page, of Murray, announce the engagement of
their daughter.Amy Ann Page,to William Michael Ray Holt.son of
Lana Cannon and Michael and Marilyn Holt, of Murray.
Miss Page is the granddaughter of Mac and Robbie Wilford, of
Mayfield. and the late Donald E. and Lavania Jo Page,of Murray.
Mr. Holt is the grandson of Elijah and JoAnn Balentine,of Alm°,
and the late Shelia Holt and Ray and Laverne Holt, of Murray. He
is the great-grandson of Nellie Holt,of Dexter.
The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of Murray High School and a
2008 graduate of Harding University. She is employed by the
Christian County Board of Education.
The groom-elect is a 2003 graduate of Murray High School and is.
attending Murray State University. He is employed by West
Kentucky Education Cooperative.
The wedding will take place at 5 p.m. Saturday. Oct. 19,2013, at
Glendale Road Church of Christ in Murray. All friends and family
are invited to attend. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

Arts 'Round the
Square set for Sept. 28 Smith receives award

for research on ethics
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Findings of the study indicate
that female and male CPAs generally do not significantly differ
in their value preferences.
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Christine Ross of New York
became the first woman CPA.
From the mid-1970s to the present, women's participation has
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to over half of all accounting
graduates.
"Research on gender theory
and gender differences shows
that men and women often take
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Special to the Ledger
PARIS, Tenn. - The annual
Arts 'Round the Square, sponsored by the Downtown Paris
Association and the Paris Henry
County Arts Council. will be
held in downtown Paris. Tenn..
on Saturday. Sept. 28, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.
"This event will focus on an
incredible array of live music.
children's activities and fantastic artwork with an emphasis on
demonstrations." said
PHCARTS Executive Director
Kat Tolley.
Potters. mixed media artists.
painters. jewelers, gourd artists.

somewhat different perspectives
to accounting and business
processes, approaches that are
unique and equally valuable.
Incorporating both gender perspectives yields a more complete analysis of accounting and
business matters." Smith said
• Smith's academic record
includes numerous professional
journal articles, conference presentations, research grants.
books, and awards for teaching
and research. He ranks in the top
one percent of authors on Social
Sciences Research Network
(SSRN.com) by downloaded
articles. During his career, he
has held a number of leadership
positions in academic and professional organizations, including the American Accounting
Association Professionalism
and Ethics Committee and the
Institute of Internal Auditors
Academic Relations Committee.
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The Mr. and Miss Hazel Denim Days Pageant will be held
Saturday, Sept. 14, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel Baptist Church Family
Life Center,located on Third Street behind the church.The pageant
is for girls ages 0-12 years and boys 0-35 months. Dress children in
denim wear; no pageant wear. For more information call Alli
Hillard at 293-8985.

Dog Paddle to be held Saturday

Lost But Loved Animal Rescue will sponsor its 4th annual "Dog

Paddle in the Pool" play day at the Central Park swimming pool
Saturday. Sept. 14. For a small donation, dogs can swim in any of
the three pools from 11 a.m. until 4 p.m. There is no admission
charge for pet parents and other spectators. Lost But Loved Animal
Rescue will be micro-chipping and cutting nails. Whispering Hope
Ridge Photography will be taking pictures, and Little Shop Of
Collars will be making custom I.D. tags. Face painting by a professional make-up artist will also be available. A lifeguard will be on
duty.

CCHS Class of'63 to hold reunion

The Calloway County High School Class of 1963 will hold its
reunion this weekend. Class members will meet Friday, Sept. 13,
from 6:30-6:45 to attend the football game. On Saturday. Sept. 14,
the class will have lunch at the Murray City Park Pavilion, by
Playhouse in the Park, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. A tour of the high
school will be held at 1 p.m. A reception will be held from 4-6 p.m.
in the Stables at the Murray State University Curtis Center, followed by dinner at 6 p.m. in the Stables. For more information call
Patsy Hale at 767-4208 or Della Martin at 293-3306.

Humane Society accepting pet photos

The Humane Society of Calloway County is currently accepting
photos of pets for inclusion in the full-color 2014 Pet Calendar.
Twelve photos will be selected for special "Pet of the Month"
placement. and every photo submitted is guaranteed to be in the
2014 calendar. Entries must be in the Humane Society office by
close of business on Monday. Sept. 16. For entry fee and registration information, visit www.forthepets.org, call 759-1884 or email
humanesociety(Omurray-ky.net.

Birthday reception to be held
An open-house birthday reception for Nancy Buchanan, retired

Mattel HR and Woodmen of the World field representative, will be
held Sunday. Sept. 15,from 2-5 p.m. at the Woodmen of the World
Building. All friends and family are invited to attend.

Baseball 10u tryouts to be held
Bred's Baseball lOu Tryouts will be held Saturday, Sept. 21, at
Murray-Calloway County Park, Field 4 from 2-5 p.m. Players cannot turn 11 before May I. 2014. Make-up tryouts will he
Wednesday, Sept. 25, from 6-8 p.m. at the Stables. in Murray. For
more information contact Tim Hampton at 293-4901.

CCHS cheerleaders to host clinic
The Calloway County High School cheerleaders will host a clinic for grades K-5 on Saturday. Sept. 21,from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. at
CCHS. Registration will begin at 8:30 a.m. Every child who participates in the cheer clinic will receive a T-shirt and will perform during the first half of the CCHS varsity football game on Friday.Sept.
27. For registration fees and forms or for more information,contact
Coach Jill Herndon at jill.herndon@calloway.kyschools.us.

CPS-3 scheduling still available online
The American Cancer Society Cancer Prevention Study-3(CPS3) will be Sept. 19-21 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital in the
North Tower lobby. Interested participants (men and women ages
30-65 with no prior diagnosis of cancer and willing to be part of a
20-30 year study) may still schedule to enroll at www.cps3murrayhospitaLorg or by calling (888)604-5888.

CCMS SBDM to meet
Dr. L Murphy Smith

The Calloway County Middle School Site-Based Decision
Making council meeting has been rescheduled for Thursday, Sept.
12,at 4:30 p.m. in the school's library/media center. The meeting is
open to the public.

United OA
Way 77

Cypress Springs
Restaurant

United Way of
Murray-Calloway County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

NEW FALL HOURS!
Friday, Saturday & Sunday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Closed Weekdays

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

www.cypreesepringarediort.com
Still Owned & Operated by ihe Williams Family

270-436-5496

• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living

LIVE UNITED!
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Murray band hosts CD release party Friday
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
If you asked the bandmates for
Peacock and the Feathers how
they feel about their upcoming
CD release, you would probably
get the same answer from all of
them.
"Finally!" said frontman and
co-founder Zach Peacock."This
release is the culmination of my
entire musical career that actually dates back to when I was 14.
This is the most ambitious
album of our young musical
careers. The music is very serious and 1 think people will be
pleasantly surprised."
Along with local band "Oh
Yeah Dakota!," the self-titled
CD release party has been set
from 9 p.m. until midnight on

Sept. 13 at the Olive, located at
the corner of 15th and Olive
streets.
Peacock. formerly of Cadiz —
along with co-founder and
drummer Ben Stone from
Owensboro and bassist Trevor
Harper. who is also from
Cadiz — said the band got started
when Stone heard him play
some original music at an open
mic night.
"He decided that he wanted to
write music with me. and so we
scheduled a practice soon after
and invited my long-time friend
and fellow musician. Trevor. to
come play bass," he said. "This
album is chock full of emotions
and I just hope people can make
connections to the songs."
The band holds close roots to

artists like the Red Hot Chili
Peppers. the Arctic Monkeys,
Bob Marley and Jimi Hendrix.
but as children of the '90s. they
said they cannot forget the
music in with which they grew
up listening to on the radio.
This CD is the band's first studio. high-quality release, and
Peacock said the band is already
working on the next one even
before this one releases.
Peacock said the album will he
available for digital download
on iTtines and bandcamp.com.
while hardcopies will be sold for
$5 at the release party.
Some sneak peeks for the
songs will also be posted to
SoundCloud.

Arts in the Region
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
• The Western Kentucky chapmonthly
the
ter of Nashville Songwriters presents
Association International (NSAI) Contemporary Christian Music
will host Byron Hilt, Roxie Dean Night. featuring Jasper Dawn
and several local singer/song at with opening act Amanda
7:30 p.m. Friday.
7 p.m. today (Thursday) in the Benson, at
Lafaye and
Reggie
Man"
"Sax
Performing Arts Hall on the secOpry Music Show
Kentucky
the
ond floor of Murray State
will perform at the same time
University's Price Doyle Fine
Saturday. For more information/
Arts Building. Admission is free. or tickets to shows, visit
Call 293-7252 or 705-8404 for www.kentuckyopry.com or call
more information.
(270) 527-3869 or 1-888-4598704.
• Murray State University's
Cinema International series
• The Badgett Playhouse in
presents the 2008 German film Grand Rivers presents "Hank
"The Baader Meinhof Complex" Williams:
Highway"
Lost
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Friday through Sept. 27; "The Big
and Saturday in the Curris Band Show" through Sept. 28:
Center Theater.
and "Civil War Letters" Sept. 1428.
• Murray State University student Matthew Todd is exhibiting
• Paducah's Market House
his recent works in drawing titled Theatre presents "Godspell"
"Murky Unfolding" at the Murray Sept. 5-15. Contact the MHT
Art Guild's Gallery through box office (270-444-6828) from
Friday, Sept. 13 at Murray Art noon to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Guild at 500 North Fourth Street. Friday to purchase tickets or go
online to www.mhtplay.com.
• Paducah's Maiden Alley
• The Southern Kentucky
Cinema presents "Lovelace,"
starring Amanda Seyfried and Independent Theatre and Janice
Sarsgaard, Friday, Mason Art Museum present
Peter
Saturday and Sunday. For "Dining with the Dearly Sept. 20details and show times, visit 21 at RB Farms on the Old
Hopkinsville Road in Trigg
www.maidenalleycinema.org.
County. Advance tickets are
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Recrns To Blossoms

2397 State Route 94E • Murray, KY • 753-4050
(from Murray take 94E, 11/2 miles on right)

Homecoming \Innis
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$25

starting at
CALL TO PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!

New Shipment of
Beautiful Houseplants
available for Housewarming Gifts,

Funerals and Home Decor

For Zero-Turn Excellence,
Turn Here

required and can be purchased
for $15 each by calling the office
of Janice Mason Art Museum at
(270) 522-9056

111

Open Monday-Saturday 9-5

www.heanstoblossoms.com
Follow us on Facebook

41110
'silo

41111
2111

-41k

11F
101 14.

)
&116‘

• Through Nov. 8, The Clara
M. Eagle Gallery presents
"Goldfields," an exhibition of
work created by artist Dawn Roe
during a residency at The Visual
Arts Centre of LaTrobe
University in Bendigo, Victoria.
Australia in 2011.
• The Carson Center in downtown Paducah presents Ronnie
Dunn at 7:15 p.m. Saturday,
Sept. 14. The annual Distiller's
Dinner will be at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 26, and David
perform "An
will
Payne
Afternoon with CS Lewis" at 3
p.m. Sunday, Oct. 27. For tickvisit
ets,
www.thecarsoncenterorg or call
(270)450-4444.
The Janice Mason Art
Museum in downtown Cadiz
"Excursions
presents
Photography by Diane Eubanks
& Woodworking by Harvey
Johnson," through Oct. 5.
To add an event to the arts calendar, contact Hawkins Teague
at 753-1916 or hteague@mur
rayledgercorn.

[TORO

,

Saturday,
Sept. 14
vs

ed Decision
ursday, Sept.
he meeting is
0% for 48
months'•

TimeCutter Ss zero-turn mowers .---'

Starting at '2799

Missouri Sta.f.k.•••
-

• 3-in-1 cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

ay of
ay County
ies underdgets and

IT'S A FAMILY AFFAIR AT "PRE TRACK'
POST-GAME FIREWORKS!

MURRAY HOME Ea AUTO,INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST

MURRAY

270-753-2571

.ventative
d healthy

•
ITEDI

f4P

110_

FREE Delivery to Murray Area Hospitals
and Funeral Homes!

www.toro.com

mth's use
lace° and

To enroll in the workshop or
Terry Little. It will be a funSpecial to the Ledger
Paducah Improv will host a filled 90 minutes,and tickets are reserve tickets,call Lisa Cope at
759-1752.
workshop and perform show at $5.
Playhouse in the Park Saturday.
The workshop is open to
anyone who is interested in
learning the basics of improvisational comedy. Topics will
include "The rules" of improv,
"creating characters." "working
with environment" and "why
honest is funny." Those attending the workshop will receive a
free ticket to that night's performance and may have to
chance to get up on stage if they
so desire. The cost of the workshop is $20 and runs from 4-6
p.m.
The performance will start at
7 p.m. and will feature the full
cast of Paducah Improv. includPhoto pftivided
ing all four of the Murray memA few members of the Paducah Improv cast are pictured in a
bers of the group. Stacey Smith.
Andra Todd. Sarah Hines and publicity photo.

See dealer or toro(Dm (toro ca for Canadar residents)

for warranty detaifs. Product availability, pricing b special promotions

arP WOK 1 to (Seater options

6• Thursday, September

12, 2013
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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010

010
Legal
Notice

The t'alloway County Fiscal Court reserves the
right to reject any or all bids. to waive technicalities. or to re-advertise
Larry Elkins
Calloway County Judge

The City of Murray Water Department will accept
sealed bids for a 2014 4X2 F250 and a 2014 4X2
F350 Truck. Bids are to be marked: "Bid-Water
Dept. F250 Thick" and "Bid-Water Dept. F350
Truck" and delivered to Murray Public Works, 200
Andrus Dr. Murray, KY by 2:00 p.m. local time on
September 19th where they will be opened and
read aloud. Specifications are available at Murray
Public Works, 200 Andrus Dr.. Murray, KY 42071.
The City of Murray reserves the right to waive
informalities and to reject any and all bids.

020

020
Notice

Papa Smurf
Storage

Gray's Flea Market
609 South 4th St
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
Doors close 9-15-2013.
10%-50% OFF
Phone:
1'70) 227-8947

Lynn Grove
Self Storage

270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

Cite: S4 per eta.,
Bring: Towel. eater. 1,
I sped: to dance to tlw
thrilling t• Om.of

1st Month Free!
•New Climate Control
Available
.24.7 Surveillance
*Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
770-485-6! 7
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

/61

meringur.valsa.cumliiii

050
Lost and Found
LOST:
Mens Polo prescription
sunglasses in black
case. Lost Beckett Dr.,
Oxford & N 16th area
Reward
270-293-4676
*a

and reggarton.
SUF. 101 THEN7
Instructors:
I hanel Scheenck 7.
Helind2

,

GET INTO

A

1
4
1

Subscribefor all your hometown football action' I

I Home Delivery
I 3 mo.
I 6 me.
I I

$55.00 3 mo. ..............$30.00
955.00
$105.00 6 mo.

• Rest of KY/TN

All Other Mail

Rs.inarr.inl

Subscriptions
1
$40,00 3 mo.
$75.00
.$80.00 6 mo.
..$96.00
$120.00 1 yr.
$45.00

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name
I St Address_
I
City
I State

I

560
570

,A,11.1..„411*

DEADLINES

ilisi.1 A.,- , 11,...
$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40', Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ari.5 Must Run Within 6 Day Period i
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guidel
I I -.... I

\ I )-,

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.3 35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver i
The publisher maintains the right to
reiect or echt any submitted matter
PLACE IQUI1 UNE AD AND 11 WILL APPEAR QIN
THE WEBSITE AT NQ EXTRA C.IIAR_QE:

060
Help Wanted

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O•
Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270)753-1916

060
Help Wanted

'A/W:Wilk& Position Opening for:
LOAN ORIGINATOR

Fn. 10 al.
Fn. 9 a.m.
lion. 9 en,
lion, 12 p.m.
Tue. 1PWed. 12 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m,

Monday
SIMI Save
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Fitly
Sakaday

Fronk The
Aec tuntil

FANTA

REAL ESTAI
Pee Stier
RE
COWS/JEW
Dollars een
1930 Wheal
TediSlY1 Am
supplies Se
GUSSIVAR
Melt-no/le
'951&195.
Eggs Pressi
Jade Octet
laterge
100th Annie:
Cud Razors L
Women s Co

060
Help Wanted

ADVERTISING SALES

•Associates Degree AND
•Two years secondary mortgage marketJloan
origination experience, OR
•BS Degree in business or related subject, OR
+our years secondary mortgage
market/loan origination experience
•Position located in Murray, Kentucky
•Salary comnlensurate with education and experience
Applications will be taken from Wednesday, September
11 through Tuesday, September 17 at the Murray Service
Center located at 1401 North 12th Street in Murray, at
the Admin Office at 408 East Broadway in Mayfield or by
contacting Malinda Scoggins, HR Manager at
mscoggins@rivervalleyagcredit.com
Office hours are Monday-Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
EEOC-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

Advertising Sales Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include

accounts in Murray and surrounding
areas. Must enjoy working with the public
and be self-motivated. Degree in advertising
or marketing is preferred. Previous sales
experience is required.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and
dental plans, salary plus commission, are
all part of an excellent benefit package.
No on-the-spot interviews will be
conducted.

Internet Technician

P.O. Box 1040-1

QUALIFICATIONS

MAYFIELD ELECTRIC & WATER SYSTEMS IS
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
Building Bridges from our house to yours
Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
currently accepting applications for a full-time
LPN position. We also offer an excellent
benefit package. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Lake Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

The United Way of Murray-Calloway County
seeks a proven leader as its next Executive
Director. The qualified candidate will possess
strong public speaking. marketing, financial.
community relations, and leadership skills.
The ability to work with volunteers and other
non-profit leaders, manage staff, handle
multiple tasks, and pay close attention to detail
is essential for this small office. In addition. the
position will involve maintaining and creating
collaborations with other community groups.
Bachelor's degree required with advanced
education preferred, demonstrated professional
fundraising experience and knowledge of the
local community and human services are also
required. Non-profit management. especially in
the United Way organization is preferred.
Computer skills in Word, Excel, OteckBooks,
database software and social media are
necessary.
For confidential consideration, please
submit letter of interest, resume and salary
requirements by 9/16/13 to:

CONCRETE MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
FEDERAL
Materials
Company has immediate
openings
for
Concrete Mixer Truck
Operators. Expenence
is not necessary CDL
preferred, but training
is available Safe driving record. good work
history, and a flexible
schedule is required.
Top benefits, lots of OT,
and much more Apply
in person at any location.No phone calls
Positions are available
in:
Paducah,
KY,
Calvert. KY, Murray,
KY,
Cadiz,
KY,
Princeton,
KY.
Bardwell. KY Learn
more
at
+woe tmcl corn.

PT/FT Seasonal, agricultural help wanted.
Experience preferred.
Random drug testing
required, For more
information, please call
Michael at
(270) 978-6250

Murray
Save-A-Lot
is now accepting
applications for
Position of
Meat Manager.
Apply in person.
No phone calls,
please
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
Pearson atter 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

Murray Ledger & Times
Murray, KY 42071

NO APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED AT THE OFFICE OF
MAYFIELD ELECTRIC & WATER SYSTEMS. ALL INTERESTED
PERSONS MUST APPLY AT AND DIRECT ALL QUESTIONS TO THE
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE.

Zia
SALESMAN DRIVER
INSTALLER
Lake Region Propane
Gas in Hardin has an
opening for a local
propane gas delivery
salesman truck driver
and tank installer
Must have CDLHazMat Tanker, best
job with excellent pay
and benefits
Please call
(270)354-8011 or
1-800-874-4427
ext. 144
or email
info@uwas,com

Hairstylist. Stop by
Kolor Me Krazy 403
Chestnut. Murray or
call Katie Henson
(270761-7800,
Or
(270)816-3143

LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available: Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns. Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Call
270,753-9204
or if no answer call
270-437-4531.

or
ads@ murrayledger.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS, a Murray,
KY manufacturer of
electronic
scoreboards is seeking an
individual with diversified qualifications
for the position of a
full time CustomerTechnical
Service
Representative.
The successful candidate will be highly
organized, have the
ability
to
troubleshciot and effectively communicate
technical
service
information to customers while documenting the process
through an electronic
ticket system.
This position may
require
occasional
travel for on-site
repair of scoring
equipment.
Well
qualified candidates
will have some electronic experience and
or experience in a
customer service call
center role.
Sportable
Scoreboards is a
solid, growing company that offers training,
competitive
wages and benefits.
Please apply at: 106
Max
Hurt
Drive,
Murray KY 42071 or
email resume to:
recruiting@scoreboard1.com

GET THIS 1XI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

140
Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES" gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy funk or
running cars and trucks
and Junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
Local, affordable,
farm fresh,
grass-fed beef.
L.E)A inspected.
Al) natural•
no hormones
no antebiotics.
Select cut or bulk.
Discount for 100+ lbs.
Specialty items:
frozen patties, tallow,
bones, bone-in ribeyes
Call Stacie at
(270) 227-1614
palmerfarmsbeef.com

070
Position Wanted

Will sit with elderly
Great
references
(270)227-5069

090
Domestic & Childcare

Qualified
childcare
provider, 15 years
experience
Reasonable rates Call
Shirley at
(270)227-9810

160
Home Furnishings

Attullances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 [South 12tii St

(270) 753-1713

Home Furnishings

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic $195 270-2934121 Can deliver

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets Still
in plastic. King $375,
Full $175
(270)293-4121

Call 753-1916 to
place your ad
today'

360
Storage Rentals

RED
furniture
by
Riverside & Ashley:
Microfiber Couch &
Loveseat
($300).
Armoire/wardrobetente
rtainment center, 3
bookcases,
buffet/dresser, lampstand (wood furniture
$600/6 pieces) OR
$800 for all 8 pieces!
text (270)978-6338 for
pics

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

40X50 shop with office
1 mile South of Murray
A/C available.
293-6430

Air conditioned
40x50 SHOP
with office

I mite South Of
Murray

380
Pets & Supplies

280

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
equired. 753-4109.

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 .6
1,
12? Equal opportunity

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
340
Nowa For Rent
Nice 38R 2BA 3 car
port. all appliances
near MSU $900 +
deposit. No pets. no
smoking
(270) 293-9200

i
*
*r* R ES
LAO
* Be 0
Fra
Ver
*
Su
With
Mull
20'
* 16'
500
***: awnnaceve

293-6430

Mobile Homes For Rent

1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

**

Commerical Prop. For Rent

28R, & lot. $11.900.00.
753-6012

1 BR 1 BA, newly dec.
orated,located in
Kirksey area, most
suitable for 1 person
C/H/A; W/D hookups;
water provided. No
pets, no exceptions.
$400/month/$400/depo
sit required/1 year
lease required.
(270)753-7463 after
7pm

270-

Su

Dexter area:
38R. 28A. 2001 28x40
manut. home.
Open floor plan. 1.2 acre
lot. fenced in back yard
$49 900 Call Brent
Evans 4 Rivers Realty
270-205-1650

320
Apartments For Rent

MICKM I
Mt NNE II

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

1995 Fleetwood 2BR 1
BA, 14x70. Buyer
responsible for moving.
Asking $9500.
(270) 293-7003
1997 Redmon 16 x 80
38R 26A. 2 porches, 2
carports. Buyer must
move $11,500.00 Call
(270)293-3344

2 BR No Pets
293-6116

11

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

I BR from $145
2BR from $375

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murravledger corn,
you will he redirected
to johnetwork com
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wetrate.
However, as a national
wehstte. not all listings
on the johnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

VISI
REAL EST
Re Added T
Buyer Wat
PE

working with a business to create
advertising plans and develop new

NO_PHONE CALLS PLEASE
Advertising Sales Position

• High School Diploma or GED
• Valid Driver's License with clean driving record. CDL preferred.
• Previous experience working with the general public helpful
• Full Job Description available at the Mayfield Employment Office
• In accordance with KRS 96.740 applicant must not be related within the
third degree to any member of the Electric Plant Board or to the Mayor of
the City of Mayfield or to any member of the Mayfield City Council
• Physical examination including drug.screening will be required of
successful candidate

Bookcases
Night Stand
rade
Ottraock Tti
Iase Edell

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of

Applications will be accepted on September 16, through September 20,
2013. between the hours of 8:00 a.m and 4:30 p.m. at the Employment
and Training Office at 319 South 7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky, for the
following position:

.
3,

1

Check

Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Pans
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services °tiered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

Local Mail

430.00

1
1
1
• 3 mo.
•6
1 yr......

455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530

Doug Eberhart, President,
United Way of Kentucky,
PO Box 4653, Louisville, KY 40204
or email to:
Doug.Eberhart uwky.org.

LEWIR&TIMES

s

Reel Estate
Lake Propeny
Lots for Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
MAYFIELD ELECTRIC & WATER SYSTEMS

Invitation Ti) Bid

)
14 -L
1

4104),CLASSIFIED AD RATES
430
435
440
445
450
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060
Legal
Notice

Invitation to Bid
Notice is hereby given that the Calloway County
Fiscal Court will accept sealed bids for 2 new 2013
or 2014 Tandem Axle Construction Dump Trucks.
Equipment specifications may be picked up between
the hours of 700 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. by contacting
Ricky Edwards at the Calloway County Road
Department at 105 East Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky 42071. Phone number 270-753-4846
Bids should he mailed or delivered to the office of
Larry Elkins, County Judge Executive. located at
I01 South 5th Street. Murray. Kentucky 42071
before 1000 am. on October 1, 2013 at which tin.
they will be opened and read aloud
Equipment must be delivered no later than ninety
days following acceptance of the hid.
Please clearly mark "Sealed Bid" on the outside. itt
the bid envelope

5

Farm Equipment
heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
MUSOCAll
Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
MoLvle Nome Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Reel
houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 7534916
ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday
-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

MasterCard

j

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
390
390
410
425

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858
410
Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430
Real Estate

Hot
Sell
tO/0
3
*
Ra
*

p
Fu

****

Murray. Ledger & Times lair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
subect it, the Federal Fair
Housing Act. which makes it
illegal to adierbse an Freerevict.. limitation or 6:immolation based on race color Mtgum, sex, handicap. familial status or national ongin, on intention to make am such preter.
ewes. limitatu ins or discrimination
State laws tmbid discrimination
in the sale rental or advertising
of real eqate based on 'actors in
addition to thiwe protected
under tederal tw
We will know ingh accept an%
atherteuny,,for real estate which
not in S iolaticnri ot the law All
persons are herebi, intormeti
that all dwellings ad%ertised an.
aiallable on an equal opportuniti. haw.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P %lam,(71)31meione
is

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE_ Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
ntcholsenterprises.net
or call 270-753-4109

SA

Dup
se•
an

460
Homes For Sale

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
4 Bedroom 2 Bath 1 5
story brick, great location in Murray Large
Fenced in backyard
$139,900
View at
www capthay wit corn/
welcomehomepoplar

Da

inlcs

CIASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

DOUBLE TAKE
LANDSCAPES

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Tuesday, September 17th 20130 3:00 PM
Location: 214 Woodlawn Ave. Murra

KY 42071

U

fh feis
- .`Raix itstife` lor
-j
iajlIWAW

ES

Voted Most
Reasonable!
LAND6CA_PES

4111046,

I

--

- HCf1.91f11

From N.1216 US Main SL Intsrsecbon: Takes 12th St 0' Miles Then Turn Right On Popiar
Ale Ccamiuue 03 Miles Then Tu+n Lett On Woodlerm Ave Proceed To Auden Site Sips Ptielmill

Need References? Got 'ern!

- Non. 12 p.m.
- Ti*. 1p.m.

A 2 BEDROOM BRICK HOME - ORIENTAL COLLECTIBLES - GLASSWARE - COINS - JEWELRY

Elliot Wright
Call/Text 270-978-8077

VISA

I House
Shop
Pool
Pond
&
Acreage

Concepts SudoKu

•Trimming Hedges •New Landscapes
•Clean Out Existing Beds *Mowing •Push
Mow Newly Sodded Yards •Mowing
Suburbs, Estates & Farms
OTHER SERVICES
•Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debns Cleanup •Tree Damage

WI!
FANTASTIC LOCATION! WALKING DISTANCE TO MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY! IDEAL INVESTMENT PROPERTY

xage Rentals

7
2

ROOFING

sAlarehousing
MSU S20-50
'53-7668

MICNAE IL HARRIS. Broker rAutAtoryeer • Ti 44537
KENNETH HARRIS. Broker , AiocNondeer • TE 15624
BEN BOLINGER Boaltor 'Auctioneer

,REMIER
IISTORAGE
climate control
storage
unty alarmed
ate & clean
a sell boxes!
rent U-Hauls
753-9600

"If you've got it, we can store it
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St

Gallimore
Electrical Contactors, LLC

21 1:1E1
•

800-380-4318

trice! Prop. For Rent

shop with office
South of Murray

.30

'onditioned
:50 SHOP
ith office
ile South of
Murray

93-6430
,ets & Supplies
Obedience
ienmere.corn
36-2858

',AE 11EARTES,El7p iniTpU icrtION
• *********
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•

3

Open House This Sunday!
•

I
I

1

10:00 AM
LOCATION: Pirates Cove
Subdivision, 446 Beasley
Road. Hardin, KY,
OPEN HOUSE: Sunday.
Sept. 15, 2:00-4:00PM
REAL ESTATE Property Will
Be Offered Promptly At 10 00 AM Jointly With Wilkerson Real Estate
Franklin J Wilkerson Broker DESCRIPTION Preview A Beautiful
Very Well-Built Log Home Sitting On 2-1/2 Lots In The Pirates Cove
Subdivision 2256 Sq Ft With 3 Bedrooms, 2 Baths Great Room
With Open-Concept Living. Dining And Kitchen. Office Room Large
Multipurpose Room That Opens Onto The Wrap Around Porch And
20' X 35' Basement With Garage Door Master Bedroom Is 14-1/2' X
16' With En Suite Bath Central Air, Gas Heat And Hot Water With A
500 Gallon Propane Tank Wood Floors Ceilings And Walls Appliances Include Double Door Refrigerator Electric Stove Built In Microwave, And Dishwasher The Property Includes A Semi Trailer Permanently Set For Storage At The Rear Of The House And An Outside
Hot Tub REAL ESTATE TERMS: NO Buyers Premium Real Estate
Sells Subject To Confirmation Make All Inspections Prior To Bidding
10% Non-Refundable Deposit Required Day Of Sale Balance Due In
30 Days Possession With Passing Of Deed Taxes Will Be ProRated An Up To Date Termite Clearance Letter Will Be Provided
Property Is Offered By Deed In One Parcel At 10 00 AM
Personal Property After The Real Estate: Washer & Dryer,
Furniture. Antiques, Collectible Smalls, And Household Items.
%ie.% Photos & Details Of This Auction On Our %Nebsite'

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE
80 ADAIR LN. CALVERT CITY, KY
RALPH AUSTIN, AUCTIONEER 270-705-4859
KY License P2471 - IL License 441.001641

270 753-7292
By owner. 4BR, 2.5BA.
large fenced backyard.
district.
city
in
2125sq.ft 293-1892

Auto Parts

USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
500

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 14, 2013 10:00 A.M.
573 AND 575 ALMO ROAD ALMO,KY

•tortnd discrimination
e, rental or ads -rising
tate had on moors in
to those pnitected
feral law

F-150 4x4. XLT 5.4
engine. Low miles.
Grey body and Century
cap. Many extras. See
to appreciate. $15.750
OBO 759-1087.

er assistance with Fair
Advertising requireintact NAA Counsel

FOR SALE: My 2001
Coachmen 32ft trave
trailer. (bumper-pull)
with one large pullout
Very solid and beauti
ful.Good for the road or
is
campsite. Book
about $9,000: I'm moving; sell for $6,800.
(270) 227-9384

Iroom 2 Bath 1.
brick, great locan Murray Large
td in backyard
at
View
900
:apthay wix.com/
mehomepoplar

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Real Estate Investment/Income Property.
Duplex with (2) 2 bedroom one bath units. Each unit is
currently rented for $350 a month. City water with
septic system. One unit is equipped with refrigerator
and stove, washer and dryer. One unit is equipped
with refrigerator and stove.
auction
Terms: 10% derwn of purchase price day of
10:00 A.M.
balance in 30 days. Real Estate offered at
For all your auction needs contact:

Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license # 2493
TN Firm # 5815. 270-435-4420
Terry D. Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license # 6684
TN Firm # 5816. 270-767-9223

•Asphalt Installation

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call

•Seal coating &
striping

Don for tree estimate
270-226-5576

40 yrs. expenencr

(270)759-0501

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARL
Free estimate,
Call Kevin at

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
(0, ii. ii

•IthiiiNWS

270-293-4020

quichein tIc
liaihremims
01)(14%
•Th%stro)14

Ky Lake
Remodeling

Iturnm•fl et Insured

Specializing in kitchen

(270) 226-5444

& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Visit
kentucaylake
remodeting.com

Over 28 Years
Experience

270-873-9916

SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
*24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
N__st-Nnik- }n/ Ala&

Rushing's Painting
& Drywall, LTC
Fully Insured
Vsallpaper harnung & rem.al
Plaster repairs

TREE SERVICE

Dr‘wall hanging & finishing
Painting interior & exterior
Free Estimate,

*Trimming

1 -01210-5580/12701598-3-ki

FUTRELL'S

*Removal
*Stump Grinding

Greg Mansfield

*Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

520
Boats & Motors

01011.1•••
0.•0•Tylvi,

New 2-4
tom homes in
held Estates
Real Property
)fesslonals
t93-7872

270-753-2905

Campers

(703)648-iono.

1For
Sale
Homes----

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

510

NEW, STILL IN THE
CRATE! 2013 Nissan 2
cyl.. 4 stroke, outboard
motor (8 h.p.) You
would get the full factoList,
warranty!
ry
$2200: I paid $1700.
sell for $1300; Moving.
must sell
(270)227-9384

know ingl% accept an%
IF for real estate w hick
iolation ot the law All
are herehi intormed
Vk ening. advertised are
on an equal opportu

ESTATE FOR
Apartment buildid duplexes_ Visit
senterprises.net
270-753-4109

-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

FRAME'S TREE
Used Trucks

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hill Electric
Since l9t6

Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs -big or
small

753-9562
www hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work

812 WhitneN Ave.

753-3853

Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

480

wssnov.austinauctionservice.com

Real Estate

Ledger & Time, Fair
ming Act Notice
state advertised hemin
to the Federal Fair
Act, which makes it
adserhse any porter'
,itation or discnminad on race, color, relihandicap, familial stational origin, or intennake an such porterstations or discrimina-

convenience,
atmosphere,
4/2 .Many upgrades.
Screened porch. 2 car
attached garage, 1 car
detached/shop Large,
beautifully landscaped
lot $179,000.
City

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.

country

Public Sale
STIN Auction
Service
types Auction
lenton. KY
70-705-4859

Industrial/Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore
$6,oiWOECI.I.C.NET

MINI
Sir.ORAGE
- 011111
ilium
All Size Units

GARLANt
RENTAL

Protecting your house like
it is our house!

Homes For Sale

SATURDAY,
SEPT. 21ST,

2 3 7 6 1 9

ON BEA

Licensed & Insured

460

•

6
5
2
8
1
3
5 7
2 4

8
3
4
9
6
7

***

Lilt%

(270) 759-0890

REAL

76

Free Estimates

G&C
RAGE and
ROPANE

9 E. Main
)) 753-6266
?70) 293-4183
. - 4 p.m. M-F

5

f

270-293-1924

3855 Sr Fh 45 North • MaOiekl CC 42066
2628 Co. Min Rd • Hoplunsyille. KY 42240

270-247-3253 vs lek %.harrisatectiain..c

7
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', Duwri Day 0)Sale &dance ii 30 Days A10% Buyer s Premium Will
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15,
Re Added To The Final Bid E. Incli,ded In The Contract Price Make insr,ecrinns Prior TO Date 01 Sale
Buyer Will Be Requireo To Jaen A cerici Based Paint Waiver
-jr Check Da Of sa,
!tentication
PERSONAL PROPERTY TERMS •
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Answer to previous puzzle

2

VISIT HARRISAMTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS,

answer

Bs Lkvic liiixti

I

Give me a call - I'll give you a quote!

It ? Bedroom Rath Brick Soling Nome Teeing Eat In Kitchen Uyiny Room tv.
REAL ESTATE: A 1.2011 Butt-e Sheets Family Rows LIMN Area Rh( Storage Pate kont Porch Concrete De**a A Sidewalk
REAL ESTATE OFFERED ABSOLUTE AT 5:00PM! AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
COINS/JEVNLRT - Lucien Piccard 14k) Gold Ladies Watch 1461 Gold Jewelry Walking Liberty Halt
Dollars Ben !rankle Hay Dollars Kennedy Hall Dollars Mercury Dimes, Canadian Curs Buttalo Nickels
1930 Wheat Pennies Inman heal Pennies Liberty imam 1%0 Proof Set 1943 Steel Penny Set 120
yeas ut American Nickels set Sterling Slyer Kings `-b•rling Chains Nice Cestume Jewelry Jewelry kitaxing
Supplies Seinitrecium (went:ices
SLASSRARE/COLLECTIOLES/ORIENTALJARSC.-4 Kyugetsu Dulls Made C ...tapao vi,Certiticale ut
Authenkity Trinkets Figurines F r.i4irr Porceiani vases By John Wilkinson wterthcales at Authenticity
1951 & 1954 Yankee Baseball MaiiLziNn Art ,lass Paperweights Oa Rat Imre Collection DI Decorative
Eggs pressed Gass ggruk Cheese Boxes An Glass oriental Blue & White Large Oriental Statues
Jade Choosticks 4 Carved Ivory Scene Carved Verlite drogue. rarved Cork Scene In Case house
01 Faberge Beleal Scene Egg Catiertion Carnival i;lass Male In Italy Soapstone Krueger Cbca Cola
tylti Anniversary Meta Trays Tinker fur. Noriearts Japan Soup Temne renal Glass Var 'rouen Prints
Did Razors Large Collection 01 Unique Rocks fossus & Geodes Caen isoite Wee Posters Lange Leather
Women s Ccel Singe{ Eger: Lighters 1942 Philco WWII Canaan Art Prints
FURNITURE/APPLIANCES -4 Pc Cushman Colonial ,Ost Full Sue Mapie Bedroom Suite Sinai! Wood Bence
Bookcases Drip-Front Seretary *Bockcase 1i-re Chest u! Drawers Small Pit Crust Tabie OW 4 Drawer
Night Stand End Tables Upright Jewelry Cabinet killing Office Chars Dena Hutch 4 Glass Door Bookcase
Table ve4 Chaos Pill stands, kenove Nastier & Dryer sager(Low 51 3400 Sewing tAkInne Singer
tlftralock Thread Serger Sewirg Maceine 'Agri Traiterweght Porta* Sewing Machines `vnall Display
Case ErteePure heaters
CO-BROKER CAMPBELL AUCTION & REAL ESTATE. Akt TATE: AUCTIONEER

Sucloku is a number -Maar%) puule based on a 94 glad with
several grven numbers The olorect is to place ere numbers 1 i.
9 in the empty squares so mat eads row each coiumn end eat
3x3 box contains Me same OUTDO Only OMB The difficulty lev •
(1 the COMBOS Sudoku riaeases Porn Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

- Fri.10
-Fit 9 a.m.

- fled. 12 p.m.
- Thur. 12 p.m.

Thursday. September 12, 2013• 7

YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

Great Norristown Service
Donut speno your money out
state keep it locat"

(270)293-8480
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270) 293-8686
YEARRY S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562.
227-0267

1E1
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $75.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-1915.

GARAGE & YARD
SALE DIRECTORY
YARD SALE
593
Puraom Rd
(off Hwy 80)

Fri & Sat
6:30am-2pm
48 Evinrude
outboard motor.
1960 Singer sewing
machlne.1950 Briggs
& Stratton generator,
ramps, a lot more
293-3957 for Info

Horoscope

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00

A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pas ing. Sealcoating
& Hauling
ToN1 TR %% IS

270-293-4256

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Sept. 13, 2013:
This year you move forward and create more of what you desire.
Your creativity and intellect work together, which opens one door
after another. The unexpected occurs several times this year when
you least expect it. and it forces you to rethink your relationships. If
you are single. you might not realize how desirable you are. You
have choices. If you are attached, your sweetie develops a new
dimension to his or her personality that is very unpredictable. Go
with the flow, and accept that you can't change this person. CAPRICORN often provokes rhischievous thoughts.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Confusion surrounds your immediate plans. Many lastminute changes could emerge, but you will handle them well. The
unexpected will occur in your daily life. Enjoy it rather than fight it.
You also might want to rethink a project you've been working on.
Tonight: In the limelight.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Take news with a grain a salt, and consider the source,of
the information. You might want to do some fact-checking and speak
with the parties involved. As a result, you will see the situation differently from how your source does. Tonight: If you can, take off for the
weekend.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
***** You finally will be able to make headway with a key person
in your life. Seize the moment, and have the conversation that you
feel is necessary. If you eliminate the theatrics, this person might
surprise you with his or her response. Tonight: Relax with the one
you love.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Someone who wants to dominate will emerge. If you are
tired of this trend, walk away and refuse to respond to his or her
power plays. Otherwise, you could be enmeshed in this situation for
quite a while. Note that a boss or parent continues to be unpredictable. Tonight: TGIF!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might want to do something very differently.
Fortunately, the prevailing winds of fate will encourage you on this
path. Whether you are reorganizing your daily routine or adding a
new element, you will feel more fulfilled. Tonight: Weigh the pros and
cons of a situation.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You like excitement, and you like to express your creativity. Revise your thoughts about a child or new person in your life. You
might want to get a broader perspective. You could feel shaky or a
little off in how you deal with this matter. Tonight: Get into the
moment.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Evaluate a problem that involves a personal matter.
Confusion could make a decision harder to make. Listen to your
inner voice before heading in any direction. Know what you need
and want. Negotiate from that point, and don't settle. Tonight: Relax
in a familiar place.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You tend to deal with others in a unique way. Sometimes
your self-discipline comes across as a stern attitude. You might want
in
to loosen up a bit with your close friends and loved ones. People
general are unpredictable, including you. Tonight: Hang out with a
special someone.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Splurging happens easily with you, so make an effort to rein in
your natural inclinations. A situation could develop that might shock
you. If you can, stay conservative and do not push a matter any furdinther. Trust something is going on. Tonight: Treat a loved one to
ner.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Reach out to a friend or loved one at a distance. You might
want to make special plans to visit this person. Keep paperwork and
calls moving in an efficient manner, because you won't want to deal
what
with any last-minute snafus during the weekend. Tonight: Do
you want.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** The less said the better. You might want to discuss a situation
privately with someone before bringing it up with others who are
involved. Clear your mind of details, and home in on what is needed. Open up to a trusted friend or two. Tonight: Have an important
talk.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You have the capacity to excite and inspire many people.
why
Listen carefully to your peers in a meeting. You might wonder
out
seek
to
want
you'll
Perhaps
are.
they
as
proceeding
are
they
some clarification. Ask a question rather than give a lecture. Tonight:
Find your friends.
BORN TODAY
Actor/director Tyler Perry (1969), actor Ben Savage (1980), fashion
designer Stella McCartney (1971)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the Internet at www.lacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Looking Back
drawing at a recent vendor's fair at
years ago
Kentucky Governor Paul Patton the Curris Center.
The annual family reunion of the
was pictured meeting with
residents descendants of the late Thomas
County
Calloway
Darnella Durham, Martha Enix Monroe Woods and Zora Ethel
in
and Dotty Lyons during the gover- Crider Woods was held recently
nor's recent visit to the George the Community Room of the North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
Weaks Community Center.
Thirty years ago
Pictured with the Grand
An ordinance creating a personChampion Market Goat at the
nel
pay and classification plan for
show
4-H/FFA
Calloway County
were Megan Harper, Audree city employees was approved
Harper, Kelsey Watson and unanimously on the first reading
Samantha Logan. Jordan Gillum, by the Murray City Council.
Births reported included a boy to
Jared Geurin and Taylor Sevems
and Mrs. Martin Lanier
Mr.
Champion
Grand
the
posed with
Market Lamb. Other winners not Godfrey. Aug. 31.
Forty years ago
pictured were Brian Shelby and
Volunteers to be working with
Zachery Gillum.
Rotary Club of Murray president the Red Cross included Erma
Dr.Thomas Auer was pictured pre- LaFollete, Lillian Graves. Della
senting a check to Calloway Taylor, Modena Wilcox. Jo Ann
District Judge Jeanne' Carroll for Turner. Jean Blankenship, Rudy
the Calloway Juvenile Drug Court Harrell, June Lockhart. Kathryn
Glover, Lucille Kelly, Betty
Team.
Sheppard. Simone Taylor. Ester
faculty
University
Murray State
members with 25 years of service Sigmun, Ruby Forrest, Frances
at the university were Mark Whittle and Deanie Chrisman.
An ensemble from the Music
Malinauskas. Joe Baust. Kay
Murray
Bates, Larry Guin, Patsy Nichols, Department of the
a propresented
Club
Woman's
Ken
Owen.
David
Joe Fuhrmann,
of the
Carstens, John McLaren and Judy gram at a recent meeting
t.
Departmen
Kappa
club's
Payne.
were
members
Ensemble
Meg Black and Sam Trevathan
James
were named Miss and Mr. Murray Mesdames O.B. Boone Jr.,
Chuck
Taylor.
Tommye
Carlin,
High.
Simons. Charles Hoke, Keith
Twenty years ago
Don
John Carpenter was pictured Hays. Max Brandon.
Joe
and
Ray
Rob
.
Burchfield
made
cleaning the brick wall that
up part of the new addition at Prince.
Fifty years ago
Robertson Elementary School.
Henry H.Towery,son of Mr. and
Jennifer Wheatley. 12. posed for
Lace Towery, was the recipiMrs.
40-pound
giant
the
with
picture
a
a graduate assistantship in
of
ent
catfish she landed Sept. 5.
at
Winners of the Murray Bass the Division of Research
University.
State
Louisiana
Aug.
held
Club points tournament
Sixty years ago
29 were Nick Ryan. first place:
The Murray High School Tigers
place;
second
Morgan,
David
John
wo their season football opening
and Keith Tabers. third place.
Births reported included a boy to game over Russellville 12 to 6.
Mrs. Addle Wilson was elected
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Mark Enoch.
worthy matron and Cody Russell
Aug. 31.
Chuck Foster, president of the was elected worthy patron of
433
Bank of Murray. was pictured pre- Murray Star Chapter No.
a
senting Michael Evans with $50 Order of the Eastern Star at
meeting.
recent
a
during
away
that was given

Family's feuding complicates Intensive diet, exercise remain
gold standard for diabetics
woman's plans for her funeral
--

DEAR ABBY: I have four siblings. We get along fine as long
as we're apart.
During Mom's and Dad's funerals. I was dismayed at the degree
of tension and bickering among
us. I am now dealing with an
incurable illness that will shorten
my life considerably. I have no
desire to put
my husband
a
through
funeral hosting a family
never
who
liked him. I
prefer to be
cremated, and
a handwritten
letter be sent
to each of my
siblings after
the fact.
By Abigail
this
Is
Van Buren
selfish?
don't want people saying things
they don't sincerely mean. 1 didn't have a happy childhood, and
my siblings contributed to that.
My letter will not be accusatory.
nor will it rake up long-ago hurts.
I just want them to know that
my husband has carried out my
wishes and the should not blame
him for doing so. Any thoughts?
-- KEEPING IT SIMPLE
DEAR KEEPING IT SIMPLE: I don't think your wishes
are selfish. You're entitled to exit
the stage of life in the manner
you choose. Because you prefer
to bid your siblings goodbye in
handwritten letters, go ahead and
do it.
If I have any advice to offer
it is that your husband should
continue to maintain a healthy
distance from your siblings after
your death. You can't prevent them
from having whatever reaction
they choose, considering the level
of dysfunction in your family. It's
not unusual for survivors to react
with anger after a death, and your
husband should not take it personally if they do.

DEAR ABBY: My daughter
rents a second-floor apartment
with her two little girls. The tenant on the first floor is on oxygen and smokes cigarettes. I am
concerned about the risk of an
explosion that could injure my family upstairs.
My daughter would like to
move, but her lease won't be up
until January. What should we
do? I don't believe she can afford
a lawyer unless legal aid is available to her. I find the situation
scary. -- WORRIED IN OHIO
DEAR WORRIED: I find it
scary, too. Has your daughter discussed this with the manager of
the building? If she hasn't, she
should,and the conversation should
be documented. An explosion could
harm more neighbors than just
her and her children. The smoker is a danger to everyone.
If the manager can't compel
the smoker to stop. then your
daughter should move because, in
a sense, the tenant downstairs is
a ticking time bomb, and her children's safety is paramount.

DEAR ABBY: My aunt
"Stacey" has what they call saltand-pepper-colored hair. We have
suggested many times that she
dye it, but she doesn't want to
have to keep up with it. Recently, someone asked her 14-yearold daughter if that was her grandmother!
Aunt Stacey will be coming
for a visit soon and we want to
surprise her with a hair dye. How
should we go about it? -- KR1STY
IN NEW JERSEY
DEAR MUSTY: Don't do it,
or the people who get surprised
could be you and whoever else
has concocted this hair-brained
scheme. Not all women want to
color their hair. Some would prefer to avoid the expense, and others become allergic to the hair
dye. My advice is to appreciate
your aunt for the person she is
and forget about trying to change
her image.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I just and exercise. The other group
-- met
sheard on the radio that some study called a 'control group'
counsays that intensive diet and exer- three times a year for group
lifestyle
discuss
to
sessions
seling
disease
heart
decrease
don't
cise
nsk in diabetics. Is this true? If changes to control diabetes.
After almost 10 years, the rates
so, I've made a lot of hard changes
of heart attacks, strokes and heartin my life for nothing.
the
DEAR READER: I assume related deaths were essentially
you're referring to results from same in both groups. For many
the recently of us, that result was a real downpublicized er. That is, until you read the
Look AHEAD study in detail.
For example, the people in the
(Action for
Health in Dia- intensive-change group lost only
betes) trial. slightly more weight than the con•
The results of trol group: 4 percent versus 2.5
this • study percent. So though the research
were repotted team called it "intensive diet and
•
in June of this exercise." it did not do a lot to
year. Several achieve the goal of weight loss.
A seCond important difference
Dr. Komaroff of my patients
have already between the intensive-change
By
me group and the control group is
asked
Dr. Anthony
it, and that the latter group was taking
about
Komarotf
what I've told more heart-healthy medicines. So
them is. Take these results with any real benefits from the slightly better weight loss in the intenseveral grains of salt.
Here's what we know: Type 2 sive-change group might have been
diabetes increases the risk of stroke canceled out by this difference in
and heart disease, and stroke and medicines.
Lifestyle changes did have some
heart disease are the leading causes of death and disability among health benefits in this study. People in the intensive-change group
people with diabetes.
We also have strong evidence improved their blood sugar with
from many studies that people fewer drugs, and they lowered
who achieve a healthy weight and their risk for other diabetes comexercise regularly have a lower plications such as chronic kidney
risk of stroke and heart disease. disease and vision problems. Some
So you'd think that overweight patients with Type 2 diabetes who
people with Type 2 diabetes also achieve a healthy weight and exerwould benefit from a program of cise regularly can control their
blood sugar without needing medintensive diet and exercise.
The Look AHEAD trial icines any longer.
So I've told my patients that
explored how changes in diet and
think this study means
don't
I
risk
disease
heart
exercise affected
in this population. The results that any of us should stop seekweren't what most people -- myself ing a healthy weight and exercising regularly!
included -- expected.
The study was a large, ran(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
domized trial -- the strongest type
professor at Harvard Medand
recruited
s
Researcher
study.
of
more than 5,000 overweight men ical School. To send questions,
and women with Type 2 diabetes. go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Half were assigned at random to Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
lose weight and maintain their Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)
weight loss through intensive diet

111110 From Neils.
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Sept. 12,
the 255th day of 2013. There are
110 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On September 12. 1943, during World War II. German paratroopers took Benito Mussolini
from the hotel where he was being
held by the Italian government.
On this date:
In 1846, Elizabeth Barrett
secretly married Robert Browning
at St. Marylebone Church in London.
In 1913. Olympic legend Jesse
AllEllf

not
Owens was born in Oakville, Ala. matters, and the church does
In 1942, during World War II, speak for me."
In 1963. The Spy Who Came
a German U-boat off West Africa
torpedoed the RMS Laconia. which in from the Cold." a novel by
was carrying Italian prisoners of John le Caffe. went on sale in
war. British soldiers and civilians. Britain.
In 1977, South African black
In 1953. Massachusetts Sen.
John F. Kennedy married Jacque- student leader Steve Biko (BETline Lee Bouvier (boo-vee- AY') koh) died while in police custody, triggering an international
in Newport, R.1.
In 1960, Democratic presiden- outcry.
In 1986. Joseph Cicippio (sihtial candidate John F. Kennedy
addressed questions about his SIHP'-ee-oh), the acting comptrolin
Roman Catholic faith, telling a ler at the American University
was
(he
kidnapped
was
Beirut.
not
do
"I
group,
Baptist
Southern
speak for my church on public released in December 1991).
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K EEP
THE FINISH
WITH
VINEGAR
D ear
Heloise:
Thank you for
your continuing education
by
on efficient,
Heloise safe and easy
household sol u(Ions to everyday problems.
On our new REFRIGERATOR
there is a plastic drip plate under
the water-and-ice dispenser.'Drips
of water have left a white residue
on the plastic that I could not
remove without scratching the finish on the plastic. Ah. I thought,
let me try white vinegar. I poured
enough full strength to cover the
residue, and a few minutes later
it was gone. The plate looks brandnew! — Carol in Maumelle,- Ark.
Vinegar can dojust about everything. When I go to my grave. I
think I want a bottle of vinegar
with me.' — Heloise
STAIN AWAY
Dear Heloise: We often forgot about stains on our clothes
that happened during the course
of the day, and they ended up
being washed, but the stains did
not come out. I solved that problem by hanging the bottle of stain

spray on the end of my laundry
hamper. When we toss our Clothes
into the hamper, it is really simple to give the Stains a quick
spray. — Janet S., The Villages,
Fla.
Be sure to read the instructions on the product, because some
products.suggest that the garment
be washed in a certain a-mount
of time. — Heloise
NO WASTE
Dear Heloise: I read your column every day in my local Washington state newspaper, The
Columbian. Thank you for your
positive, cheerful and can-do attitude!
I used to have trouble getting
the last sliver of hand soap to
remain stuck to the, new bar of
soap. I finally figured it out: To
get the two pieces to stick together initially, soak each in water for
an hour and then press them together (this can be a gushy process).
— Jean in Vancouver, Wash.
HANDY PLASTIC JARS
Dear Heloise: I have been a
fix-it-yourselfer for years. If you
are like me, you have an amazing collection of screws, nails,
washers and such, many of which
are in glass jars. I have started
re-storing all of my treasures in
clear plastic jars from mayonnaise,
peanut butter or other similar con-

11\1‘ 14

f?EMEMBER, SWEETHEART..
CYCLING 15 ALL ABOUT
SUFFERING.

GAF& PIE_L_C/(1-4)
GARFIELD, I'm SETTING
A 'TRAP FOR THE MICE

Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to I210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(c)2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords

THREE...TWO...
ONE...

YE0OW.
SNAP'

5
10
12
13
14
15
16
18
20
21
23
24
26
28
29
31
32
36
39
40
41
43
44
45
46

Wild guess
Smoker's pipe
Sagas
Washer cycle
Dwelling
Caper
Sine qua —
"Drat!"
Makeshift bookmark
Light metal
Goblet part
Leaf lifter
Radiator part
Skilled
Course number
Harry Belafonte hit
Peyton's bother
Golf hole with a bend
Sinus
— de France
Banded rock
Mosey along
Sherbet flavor
Entices
Salon sounds
Copenhagen native

Fall sign
TV's DeGeneres
Gaggle group
Organ part
Addition column
Swamp stuff

33
34
35
37
38
42

ACROSS

LJ

tainers. — Russ B . Broad Run,
Va.
GARAGE-SALE HINT
Dear Readers: If you have a
garage sale and you don't sell
everything, here are a couple of
options for the leftover stuff:
Take photos of the items and
post them on online auctions. if
you choose a local online website. DO NOT meet the people at
your house — or theirs, for that
matter. Always choose a neutral.
public location so that safety is
considered.
If you don't want to do this,
call a charity to see if it will
pick up your items. — Heloise
VELVET JEWELRY BOX
yoltr----7
Dear Heloise: I enjoy \
column at The Sacramento (Calif.)
Bee. To clean all those velvety
jewelry boxes, use a tint picker
(roller). Problem solved! — A
Reader, via email

10
13

2

3

su•m
16

15
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I FEEL LIKE OLIVER

TWIST ASK1N6

FOR MORE GRUEL.1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
17
19
22
24
25
27
28
30

Position
Forbidden
By the side of
Garden section
Toot one's own horn
Bout site
All things considered
Foolish
New
Drugged
Vein contents
Twisty turn
Like some elections
Light bulb type
Folding craft
Marshy area
Piano parts
Nabokov book

5

4
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MSU GOLF

WEEK 3
SCOREBOARD
Calloway Co. vs.
Marshall Co.

Rivalry revisited

Murray High at
Mayfield

Caldwell Co. at
Trigg Co.

LAWSON HOPES
LAKERS CAN
RESTORE FIRE
WITH MARSHALS

Webster Co. at
Ballard Memorial

at
Bowling Green

Owensboro

Christian Co. at
Ft. Campbell

Greenwood at
Franklin-Simpson
Paducah Tilghman at
Graves Co.
Daviess Co. at
Grayson Co.
Apollo at
Hopkins Co. Central
Madisonville-NH at
Hopkinsville
McLean Co. at
Muhlenberg Co.

WI to do this.
see if it will
— Heloise
tY BOX
I enjoy y‘chte-----7
amento (Calif.)
those velvety
!. a )int picker
solved! — A

Crittenden Co. at
Union Co.

Logan Co. at
Russellville
Fulton Co. at
South Fulton, Tenn.

Ohio Co. at
Warren East
North Hardin at
Warren Central

2013 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
CLASS 1A, DISTRICT 1
Mayfield
Russellville
Fuiton City
Fulton Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

3-0
3-0
1-2
0-2

Friday night's clash with the
Marshals is more than just about
winning or losing — it's about
pride.
To Laker head coach Brad
Lawson this is Calloway's
biggest game of the season —
the
Crosstown
including
Classic.
It's about restoring a forgotten rivalry.
"This is a big game for us. I
told them, this is a bigger game
for us than any game of the
year,'" he said. "Calloway hasn't
beat Marshall I think since 2004,
it's been awhile and we have to
end that streak. We have to make
it a football rivalry again.
"We need to win as many or
more than they do. They've
dominated the series since 2004
and for us to get on a winning
streak here this is a must win for
us."
In more ways than one a win
for Calloway Friday night at 7
p.m. can do more than just get
them back on track against
Marshall County. It can give
them a 2-1 start to the season for
the second time in a row with a
chance to be 4-1 before opening
up district play at the beginning
D
of October.
And even thMigh the
Marshals have stuttered to an 02 start the Lakers aren't taking
them lightly.
"Anytime you have more in
the left column than the right
column is good at any point in
the year," Lawson said.
"Marshall is 0-2 but they've
played two good football teams
so, we're definitely not overlooking them at all."
The Lakers were torched on
the ground in last season's meeting with the Marshals. Calloway
allowed nearly 500 yards of
rushing to Marshall County a
trend that can't continue if they
want to be successful this time
around.
"(Last year) was probably the
most disappointing defensive

CLASS 2A, Dismicr 1
Ballard Mem.
Caldwell Co.
Crittenden Co.
Murray

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

3-0
3-0
2-0
1-2

CLASS 2A, DISTRICT 2
O'boro Oath. 0-0
0-0
McLean Co.
0-0
Butler Co.
0-0
Union Co.
Hancock Co. 0-0
Todd Co. Cent. 0-0

2-1
2-1
1-1
1-1
0-3
0-3

CLASS 3A, Disirmcr 1
Trigg Co.
Pad. Tilghman
Webster Co.
Fort Campbell
8

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

2-1
1-2
1-2
1-2

CLASS 4A, DISTRICT 1
9

0-0
Owensboro
Madisonville-NH 0-0
Calloway Co. 0-0
Hopkins Cent. 0-0

3-0
1-1
1-1
0-3

CIASS 4A, DISTRICT 2
0-0
Warren East
Allen Co.-Scot. 0-0
Franklin-Simp. 0-0
Breckinndge Co. 0-0

20
23

1-2
1-2
1-2
0-3

CLASS SA, Disrmcr 1
33

35

Graves Co.
Hopkinsville
Ohio Co.
Christian Co.
Apollo

Murray State senior Delaney.
Howson was named the Ohio
Valley Conference Golfer of the •
Week as announced by the
league office in Brentwood,
Tenn.
Howson set a school record
scoring mark of 211 in winning
the medalist honor at the Murray
State Drake Creek Invitational
at Drake Creek Golf Club in ,
Ledbetter, Ky.
Howson, from Newmarket,
Ontario, carded rounds of 73- ,
67-71=211 and set the MSU
program mark surpassing the •
215 that Andrea Downer had in
2007. Howson's 5-under-par 67
in round two was also a school
record besting the 68 Alexandra
Lennartsson had in 2011.
The Racers set a team scoring .
record for the Drake Creek event
with scores of 297-295-295=887
including their third win in the
five seasons of the tournament.
Howson led the field of 62
players at Drake Creek with 15
birdies.
This honor marks the fifth
time Howson has been named
OVC Golfer of the Week.
Howson and the Racers are
back in action at the Cardinal Cup(Sep. 16-17) at the Cardinal
in
Course
Golf
Club
Simpsonville. Ky.

By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer

South Spencer, Ind. at
Owensboro Catholic

Features Syn-

Howson
earns OVC
honor after
record day
From FASO Athletics
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.e a couple of
'over stuff:
the items and
le auctions. If
21 online webt the people at
theirs, for that
more a neutral.
that safety is

laving or timeWise. P.O. Box
lit,. TX 78279a fax it to 1email it to
.com. I can't
personally but
hints received
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0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

2-0
2-1
2-1
1-2
0-3

CIASS 6A, Disrmcr 1
Henderson Co. 0-0
0-0
Daviess Co.
McCracken Co. 0-0
Marshall Co. 0-0

3-0
1-2
1-2
0-2

Mai SOCCER
NICK DOLAN
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a pass from
Calloway County's Justen Pollock turns toward the end zone after catching
at Trigg
Bowl
Sadler
David
the
Cole Stetson Saturday against Hancock County in
County.
effort that I've ever been associ- cause for concern were they
Friday
ated with." Lawson said. "It amount of flags being thrown.
Co. vs.
Calloway
wasn't good night defensively that allowed Hancock to keep
Co.
Marshall
sticks.
the
move
and
n
for us and I told them this week possessio
that,"
m.
p
7
fix
to
When:
got
"We've
We
that.
on
improve
we have to
Where: Jack D Rose Stadium
can't go into a game and give up Lawson said."We can't have late Radio: WAAJ. 89 7 FM
of
out
hitting
have
can't
We
hits.
unacthat's
Records: Calloway Co 1-110-0. 1-4A).
500 yards rushing,
10-0. 1-6A)
ceptable. If we can get the same bounds penalties because we're Masrhall Co 0-2
Keys to the game: Calloway as always
earn
team
other
the
making
not
fix
and
effort we got last week
must win the turnover battle. Can they
our fundamental problems then those 15 yards. We just have to create more than just a single take away
be aware of where we are on the and turn that into points on the board?
I'll feel good about it."
I like the effort but you They have to be physical uptront and
field.
win
35-12
s
Saturday'
Last
control the line of scrimmage. How will
to
over Hancock County should have be a smart football play- the defensive line respond to the
Marshals front as they try to stop the
give Lawson and the Lakers er."
Offensively the Lakers found run? Can Calloway's offensive line cresome measure as to how far they
ate more push and open up gaps for
have come. They only allowed s their groove as the game went their backs to make plays in the open
carthat
single rushing touchdown, were on and Lawson hopes
field? The Lakers also have to be more
able to stop the Hornets near the ries over coming into their first disciplined They cant have penalties on
third down that extend Marshall County
goal line and get off the field on true home game in 2013.
drives The offense needs to keep pace
third down.
with their performance last week.
10A
LAKERS,
See
U
The only thing that may be a

MURRAY HIGH AT MAYFIELD
FRIDAY II 7 P.M.•WAR MEMORIAL STADIUM

A better Murra
DUNCAN SAYS
TIGERS MUST
FOCUS ON
THEMSELVES
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
The Murray High football
schedule is very clear.
Friday's game is at Mayfield.
The Cardinals are a daunting
opponent - winners of 17straight, the defending Class A
state champions and off to a glittering 3-0 start.
But Murray coach Steve
Duncan thinks Friday's game is
not about Mayfield - it is about
Murray.
"Mayfield is Mayfield. We've
got to be a better Murray. By far,
we have not played our best
football game of the year."
Duncan said."And we will have
to do that Friday night."
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
The Tigers dropped a 31-28
as
as
well
ball,
the
carries
y
at home against Graves
Humphre
contest
Ryan
Murray High's
TV
at
week
last
s,
to fall to 1-2. Murray
defender
County
County
Graves
of
a couple
at the half. Murray
21-7
trailed
Stadium.
Holland

rallied to tie the game at 21 on
the first play of the fourth quarter but a couple of key miscues
kept Murray from posting the
comeback win.
The Tigers muffed a punt,
had a fumble going in for a
touchdown and made some key
coverage mistakes on defense.
"We just made some mistakes that cost us the game. We
•See TIGERS, 10A

Friday
Murray High at
Mayfield
When: 7 p
Where: War Memorial Stadium
(Mayfield Ky )
Radio: WNBS 1340 AM
Records: Murray High 1-2 (0-0 1-2A).
Mayfield 3-0 (0-0 1-1Al
Keys to the game: Murray must ehminate mistakes that cost them against
Graves County The Tigers need to take
care of the football and hope to force
Mayfield into turnovers Murray's pass
defense has given up some big plays
against Lexington Bryan Station and
Graves County Mayfield quarterback
Jake Guhy is a veteran who makes great
decisions The Tiger secondary needs to
hold up against the Mayfield passing
game Murray needs to use its power
running game to keep Mayfield off the
clock Can the Tigers win the game at the
line of scnmmage and keep the chains
and clock moving

Racers
return to
action this
weekend
From MSU Athletics
The Murray State women's
soccer team returns to action
after a week off with two games ,
in the state of Alabama. MSU
will look to improve on it 3-0-1
start this weekend, the best in ,
program history. The Racers will
visit South Alabama first Friday
at 7 p.m., followed by Troy
Sunday at 1 p.m.
The Racers improved to 3-0-I two weeks ago when they picked
up a 10-0 win at Alabama A&M,
followed by a 1-0 win against
UALR at home. A program
record, seven players notched .
goals in the 10-0 win over
AAMU,the second most goals in
a single game ever by the Racers.
Pavlina Nepokojova, Alexa
Nosey and Lauren Frazier each
walked away from the match
with a brace, while Rebecca e:
Bjorkvall became just the fourth
player in school history to notch
three assists in the same match.
Two days later, the Racers
picked up their first ever win
against UALR in the home opener at Cutchin Field. The winning.
goal came just seven minutes
into the match when Bronagh
Kerins found Julie Mooney
inside the six-yard box, who then
fired it into the net for the would- ,
be winning goal.
Following the matches,4
Mooney, Taylor Stevens and :
Savannah Haberman led MSU to •
a sweep of the weekly adidas®
OVC awards. Mooney led MSU
with two goals and two assists on •
the week, while Stevens played a
key role in a defense that allowed ;
no goals and just 15 shots on ,
goal. Haberman played 135 minutes on the week and through •
4
four collegiate games. the fresh- ,
man has still not allowed a single;
goal.
Friday will be just the third ,
meeting between MSU and :
South Alabama, with the Racers •
holding a 2-0 advantage. It will
also be the first ever meeting
against the Jaguars in Mobile,:
v,ith the first meeting in 2005 :
occurring at UT Martin and last •
year's in Murray. Both of the first
two meetings have been hotly
contested between the two teams,
•See

RACERS, 10A
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No. 7 Louisville, QB taking advantage WR corps
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Cardinals quarterback Teddy
Bridgewater is making the most
of his bevy of receivers and each
week reveals how deep No. 7
Louisville is at the position.
The Heisman Trophy candidate already had veterans
Damian
Parker,
DeVante
Copeland, Eli Rogers and tight
end Ryan Hubbell to throw, but
Bridgewater has blended junior
Kai De La Cruz and transfers
Robert Clark and Gerald
Christian into the mix.
The quarterback has thrown
for 752 yards. nine touchdowns
and a 76.7% completion rate in
leading the Cardinals' 2-0 start.
Louisville's newest contributors
have combined for four TDs and
280 yards.
The additional options could
present problems for Kentucky
(1- I) in Saturday's rivalry game.
"I felt like in the spring that
we were helping and contributing and whatever happens in
practice would transfer to the
game," said Christian, who
caught five passes for 74 yards
including an II-yard touchdown
in Saturday's 44-7 win over
Eastern Kentucky.
"Not saying I was going to
catch three touchdowns, but I
felt like I would be able to contribute, being on the field."
Clark.Christian's friend since
childhood who transferred with
him to Louisville from Florida,
certainly thought the tight end
could have a big game after his
own debut in the opener against
Ohio.

GARRY JONES / AP Photo

Louisville wide receiver Kai De La Cruz (12) stiff-arms
Ohio defender Nathan Carpenter (35) en route to a 30yard touchdown reception.
The 5-foot-9 junior had four father's before this season,
receptions for 43 yards includ- ended with a team-high 114
ing a 25-yarder for his first yards on four catches with two
career TD against Ohio. Clark TDs including a 40-yarder.
De La Cruz's production has
added 24 yards on four catches
against EKU and is just one backed up the praise Louisville
reception behind team co-lead- coaches lavished on him in fall
camp. Even on a unit featuring
ers Parker and Copeland.
deep-threat Parker(207 yards,3
with
thinking
"At first I was
so many good receivers here, TDs), Copeland (130 yards, 3
how is everybody going to get touchdowns) and Rogers (134
catches," Clark said. "But Teddy yards), the 6-foot, 186-pound
does a great job to spread it out De La Cruz was someone the
coaches believed could be just
to everybody."
As for Christian's big game, as explosive as his teammates.
De La Cruz agreed, especialClark noted,"I was just thinking
it was his turn. My time came ly after learning the playbook
and gone. and I was just happy with help from fellow receivers
and Bridgewater.
for him."
"My talent's always been
Louisville's De La Cruz
and my athleticism too, so
there
presence
offensive
his
establish
in the Cardinals opener after all I really needed was the playreturning punts last season. The book, which helped me tremenreceiver, who changed his sur- dously," said De La Cruz, who
name from Dominguez to his has five receptions for 128

•Racers...
From Page 9A
as each view into overtime,
including a double overtime
affair last season.
After its first loss of the season Sunday at UAB, South
Alabama rebounded nicely
Tuesday with an 8-0 win at home
over Southern. Six different players scored goals in the gontest,
including doubles from Alyssa
Mayer and Tina Schaal. Lauren
Arnold got her first start of the
season in goal for the Jaguars and
picked up a clean sheet and four
saves.
Lauren Allison currently leads
USA with eight goals on the season, while Mayer and Stacie
Bevens have four assists each.
Reigning Sun Belt Defensive

Player of the Week Melissa Drish
currently leads the Jaguars' goalkeepers with 32 saves and a goals
against average of 1.26.
Sunday will be the fourth
meeting between the Trojans and
the Racers and the second at the
Troy Soccer Complex. Murray
State leads the all-time series 3-0
with two wins at Cutchin Field
and one in Troy. The only previous meeting in Troy was an overtime thriller in which the Racers
walked away with a 2-1 win.
The Trojans dropped to 2-4 on
the year with a pair of losses at
UAB and Auburn last weekend.
Troy first dropped a 6-2 decision
Friday at UAB,followed by a 30 loss at Auburn Sunday. The
Trojans were in danger of going
scoreless on the weekend, but a

Cecilia Thorngren penalty kick
in the 76th minute against UAB,
put them on the board. Troy
added another goal less than six
minutes later on a strike by
Maddie Tieken, which was
assisted by Jane Latif.
Thorngren currently leads the
Trojans with three goals on the
season, while Latif and Paige
McMillian each have a teamhigh two assists. Caitlin Buono
has started the last five matches
for the Trojans and is 1-4 with a

shutout in those contests. She
also currently has 26 saves with a
goals against average of 255.
Live stats will be available for
each of the two matches and a
video stream of the game at Troy
will also be available. There will
be a charge for fans to watch the
game at Troy, with day passes
starting at $5.99. Link for live
stats and to view and purchase
the Troy game, can be found at
GoRacers.com.

Stuart Alexander

1202 Hwy 121 North Bypass
Murray, Kentucky
stuait leicandei kv1b.c oi

0

(270)753-1703

HOME • AUTO • LIFE
KHSAA
Prep Boys Soccer
Today
Murray at Graves Co . 7 30 p m
Calloway Co at Caldwell Co 7 p m
Mayfield at Ballard Memorial 7 p m
Marshall Co at Ft Campbell. 7 p m
Paducah Tilghman at McCracken Co.
5 45 p m
University Heights at Tngg Co 7 pm
Prep Girls Soccer
Today
Murray High at Graves Co . 5 30 p m
Co 7 p m
Calloway
Trigg Co at
Mayfield at Ballard Memorial 530 p m
Paducah Tilghman at McCracken Co
7 30 p m
Crittenden Co at St Mary 6 p m
Prep Volleyball
Today
Marshall Co at Murray High 7 p m
Calloway Co at Mayfield 6 p m
Fulton Co at Carlisle Co 6 p m
Ballard Memorial at Community
Christian 5 pm
St Mary at Fulton City 6 p m
Christian Fellowship at Graves Co 7
pm
Kentucky Prep Football
Class IA
FPV Rcd TP Pvs
Rank-School
1
(15) 3.0150
1 Mayfield
3
- 3-0 127
2 Russellville
4
- 3-0 113
3 Pikeville
2
- 1-1 107
4 Beechwood
5
- 2-0 95
5 Fairview
7
62
- 1-1
6 Hazard
6
- 2-1 56
7 Williamsburg
9
- 2-1 52
8. Raceland
10
- 1-1 36
9. Frankfort
8
10 Lou Ky Cou Day - 2-1 19
Others receiving votes. 11, Parntsville 4
12. Bethlehem 3
Clam 2A
FPV Rcd TP Pvs
Rank-School
1
(12) 3-0 146
1 Caldwell Co
5
(3) 3-0 126
2 Lou DeSales
3
- 3-0 126
itie) Glasgow
2
4 Newport Cen Cath - 1-2 93
8
88
3-0
5 Lou Christian Aca 7
83
2-0
6 Bardstown
4
7 Owensboro Catholic- 2-1 57
6
- 1-2 29
8 Murray
- 1-2 25 8(tie)
9 Somer,set
- 2-0 19 NR
10. Middlesboro
Others receiving votes 11. WaltonVerona 15 12. Danville 10 13,
Crittenden Co 3 14, Ballard Memonal 2
14. Prestonsburg 2

Glen 3A
FPV Rcd TP Pvs
Rank-School
1
(10) 2-1 144
1 Lou Central
2
(4) 2-0 135
2 Belfry
5
- 3-0 110
3 South Warren
3
(1) 3-0 104
4 Wayne Co
6
- 1-0 88
5 Bourbon Co
4
60
6 Paducah Tilghman - 1-2
- 3-0 49 9(tie)
7 Corbin
7
- 2-1 49
(be) Bell Co
- 2-0 36 9(tie)
9 Mason Co
8
- 1-2 25
10 Fort Campbell
others receiving votes 11. Elizabethtown
3
14 12 Monroe Co 5 13, Henry Co
Class 4A
FPV Rcd TP Pvs
Rank-School
1
(14) 3-0 149
I Highlands
3
- 3-0 125
2 Boyle Co
2
2-1 104
3 Coy Catholic
5
0) 3-0 103
4 Owensboro
4
95
2-1
5 Collins
6
1-2 66
6 Lex Catholic
7
2-0 66
Central
(tie) Johnson
- 3-0 44 8(tie)
8 Russell Co
10
- 3-0 39
9 Knox Central
- 3-0 19 NR
10 Mercer Co
Others receiving votes 11 MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins 14
Class 5A
FPV Rcd TP Pvs
Rank-School
1
1 Bowling Green (15) 2-0 150
5
- 2-0108
2 Anderson Co
2
1-1 103
3 Conner
4
2-1 100
4. John Hardin
3
2-1 84
5 Harlan Co
8
3-0 76
6 Pulaski Co
9
3-0 61
7 Franklin Co
7
2-1 56
8. Cooper
9. Madison Southern - 3-0 24 NR
NR
2-0 21
10 Graves Co
Others receiving votes 11. North Laurel
13, Christian
11
Central
15 12. Warren
Co 8 14. Bullrtt East 5 15 Scott?
Class 6A
FPV Rcd TP Pvs
Rank-School
1
(12) 1-2 147
1 Lou. Trinity
3
(3) 3-0129
2 Scott Co
2
- 2-1 116
3 Lou. St Xavier
4
- 3-0 106
4 Lou Male
7
- 3-0 81
5 Simon Kenton
8
- 3-0 61
6 Henderson Co
10
- 2-0 43
7 Lea Henry Clay
6
- 2-1 35
8 Lou PRP
9
29
2-1
9 Lou Butler
5
- 1-2 28
10 Lou Ballard
Others receiving votes 11. Lou DuPont
Manual 20 12. Central Hardin 18 13.
Meade Co 6 14, Dixie Heights 4

•Lakers...
From Page 9A
"We're excited about that. We
don't have to travel," Lawson
said. "Marshall County is going
to bring a big crowd. I think
with our win last week we're
going to bring a big crowd for
our home opener. There is going
to be a lot of people here and

hopefully our fans come out in
support of our kids and our program.
"It should give us an advantage but you don't know until he
lights come and the ball is
kicked off. I hope our kids come
out and defend home field and
give the same effort they did last
week."
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•Tigers...
From Page 9A
did some things right and we did
a lot of things wrong," Duncan
said. -We've have to cut down
on our mistakes. If we do that,
we are going to get a lot better."
One thing the Tigers are
looking at is more substitutions
to keep players fresh on the
field.
"We've got to make sure that
we take care of us. We've got to
play hard," Duncan said. "We
didn't feel like everyone played
the whole game and we need
guys to play hard every play. We
made need to alternate some
people because we've got to get
after play."
And Mayfield is definitely a
challenge.
The Cardinals are coming off
two big wins — a one-point
thriller against McCracken
County and a 28-21 win at
Paducah Tilghman in the 100th
meeting between the historic
rivals.

Sponsored by

%gC

yards. "They've always treated
me the same,not as the new guy.
But Andrell Smith and the older ,
guys told me last year that I'm
too talented and just to keep in
it, don't give up. Basically, all
I've done is stay on the right
path."
Although De La Cruz. Clark
and Christian have worked their
way onto the field, they're still
amazed by Bridgewater's ability
to consistently work everybody
into the strategy. Of course, it
helps that the quarterback has
been sacked just once this season and often has plenty of time
to scour the field for choices.
to
important
Most
Bridgewater is having the targets just where they're designed
to be.
"Those guys just do a great
job of playing to detail," he said.
"We have pictures in our books
of how the routes are supposed
to look, but you turn on the tape
and those guys have run their
routes just like the drawings."
Despite two impressive perstatistically,
formances
Bridgewater and his receivers
note that the Cardinals have
room to grow. The quarterback
lamented not getting a touchdown for Rogers against EKU
and took responsibility for some
incompletions despite hitting 23
of 32 attempts for 397 yards.
That provides more incentive
for all the Cardinals' receivers to
run precise routes on Saturday
against Kentucky in Lexington.
Bridgewater certainly enjoys
having more choices.
Said Clark, "if you're in the
spot you're supposed to be, he's
gonna put it on you."

By GARY B. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer

Veteran quarterback Jake
Guhy was 9 of 16 for 128 yards
against Tilghman. The biggest
surprise for the Cardinals may
be Stuart Mills - who has
returned from a knee injury to
take over the main rushing
duties from four-year starter
Jonathan Jackson. Mills carried
the ball 39 times for 189 yards
against Tilghman. He has 412
rushing yards on the year and is
averaging 4.8 yards per carry.
"They fly to the football and
they make plays," Duncan said.
"They don't make mistakes.
They are always well coached.
It's always tough to beat them
and even tougher over there.
You've got to try and play a perfect football game to beat them."
And Duncan thinks Murray
has a chance to do that.
"We've got to do our job and
hustle. We've got good young
men. We just need to make sure
that we are hustling and in the
right spot," Duncan said.
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Independence Bank
— A REVOLUTION IN BANKING
At Independence Bank,we simply believe that banking should be
3312 Lone Oak Rd.
270.554.7763

2777 West Park Dr.
270.415.9916

done the right way no matter what.
925 Joe Clifton Dr.
270.442.1716

r
Member 1-111C

1776bank_com

